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Dil-E-Nadan’s Ramnarine needs help
Port-of-Spain – Ailing Dil-E-Nadan
band member Rennie Ramnarine last
week put out a call for help to offset
medical expenses as he battles complications with end-stage kidney failure. Following the diagnosis last year,
Ramnarine’s family, including younger
band members and brothers Richard
and Raymond, made a public appeal for
a kidney donor.
However, Ramnarine’s condition
has since deteriorated, and recently he
developed heart problems, and conse-

Rennie Ramnarine

quently, must now deal with a further health complication.
Last week he put out a call for
help to cover his growing medical expenses. Following his call, a
GoFundMe account (charity.gofundme.com/help-rennie) was created,
with a goal of $20,000. Late last week
he had collected less than 50 percent
of the target.
Ramnarine said he is now receiving dialysis three times a week at a
See Page 18: T&T’s
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TT national stranded in Georgetown

Paul Ram
Life & Investment Broker

MONEY FREEDOM INC.

Loses father to Covid-19 while pleading for return exemption

www.omesh.com

Georgetown – A Trinidad and Tobago national stranded letters. I called to say I just want to see my father for the last
in Georgetown, Guyana, due to the pandemic lockdown has time, and no response. It has been really frustrating. I know we
spoken out against the government in Port-ofprobably would not have had a big funeral, but
I would have loved at least to be there,” he said.
Spain, saying he was forced to look on helpOmar has been stranded in Georgetown for
lessly from abroad as his father contracted and
the past seven months. Since his father passed
died from Covid-19.
Omar would not give his last name due to
away, he said his stress level has significantly
fear of victimisation. He said he made many
increased.
Omar left Trinidad on March 11 to attend
attempts to contact the authorities during the
the funeral of his late grandmother in Guyana.
family crisis, without a single response.
Her funeral was held on the day the border
Last week National Security Minister,
closure was announced by the government in
Stuart Young, said the government was movTrinidad and Tobago, forcing him to depend on
ing to speed up repatriation of nationals
stranded abroad.
the generosity of friends and family.
It has been one trial after another, he said.
A nursing student in his final year, Omar
Among the more significant hardships was a
said he repeatedly reached out by email,
Stuart Young
house invasion and robbery, financial precarity,
called, and sent letters to Port-of-Spain for an
exemption on compassionate grounds. He pleaded with the and the stress of completing his final courses in the nursing
government to return home during his father’s final days, but program.
Said Omar: “It has been quite stressful. The borders closed
there was no response from the government, he said.
See Page 9: TT national
“[My father] died in September. I begged them. I sent

US vote an antidote to its clear & present toxicity

I
6640 Finch Ave West

416-825-1219

www.omesh.com

t was back in August when US
President Donald Trump began
hinting he would not accept a loss
in the upcoming November 3 presidential elections. Trump was being interviewed by Fox News Sunday anchor,
Mike Wallace, when he revealed should
he not win, his intention was to claim the
elections were rigged.
That Trump should make such a
claim as irregularities with the vote,
and indicate an intention to not yield
power, almost four months before the
November 3 presidential elections, was
more than his typical empty-caloric
bluster targeting his base supporters; in
fact, it was a remarkable and startling
admission from the leader of one of the
more powerful, and supposedly exemplary, democratic nations in the world.
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PAGE 1 COMMENTARY
Meanwhile, it has been a busy year
for electoral and democratic life in the
Caribbean. The year has seen peaceful transitions of power, with a mix
of uncertainty, during general and
presidential elections. So far, elections
have already taken place, or are scheduled for 2021, in St Vincent and the
Grenadines, Belize, St Kitts and Nevis,
Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago, and
the Dominican Republic.
Presidential elections were held in
the Dominican Republic in July, and in
the best of democratic traditions, there
was a seamless handover, with outgo-

ing president Danilo Medino congratulating the winner, Luis Abinader, that
same night.
Elections in May in Suriname saw
former police commissioner and
justice minister Chandrikapersad
Santokhi, leader of the main opposition
Progressive Reform Party, elected as this
country’s president. Santokhi defeated President Desi Bouterse, the loss
confirmed by Suriname’s Independent
Electoral Bureau following a three-week
delay to verify the vote. The final result
was confirmed only after both the government and opposition cited irregularities, which triggered verifying vote
recounts in some districts.
Then came June and general elections in the Federation of St Kitts and
See Page 10: Trump doubles
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$1,350,000

$2,149,000
Bayview Village

Grounds for Importance!

Location matters. Bayview Village is one of the most
sought-after areas in Toronto. This sprawling home
is on a premium lot among $5 million homes. Features 5 bdrms, 3 washrooms, den, open concept
living & dining room, family room, spacious rec
room & double car garage. Explore the possibilities.

Here is a big opportunity to own this modern
home in one of Mississauga’s best neighbourhoods. This home is fully modernised with pot
lights, open concept living and dining room,
quartz counter top and backsplash, modern washrooms, and a basement apartment. Smart Buy.

$979,000

$1,050,000

A Rare Toronto Masterpiece

Newly-Built Beauty

Impressive home on ravine lot - aluminum lifetime roof, cobblestone porch, cedar carport,
wraparound LED, sec. cams, sun rm, skylights,
sauna & cust built 52-jet hot tub with 50 LED.
Enjoy stm bath b4 shwr after a tired day, or prep.
meals in chef delight ktcn. Buy this & exp the diff.

$579,900
A Joy to Live In

Exciting condo near Sq One. Impressive opencon. design with 2 bdrms & spac. den that can be
used as home office. This suite features open-con.
lvng & dng rm, with a bar-kitchen design. The
mstr bdrm features walk-in closet & full ensuite.
Enjoy the limelight from open balc. Comes equip.
with locker & covered parking. A Rare Find.

O
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Be the first to move into this futuristic home with 4
bedrooms, 4 washrooms, 9’ ceiling, open concept
living and dining room, gourmet kitchen with centre
island, quartz counters and hardwood floors. This is
only one of 20 homes of its kind in the GTA.
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$539,900

$979,900

It’s An Impressive Home

Here is a beautiful home with tiled front porch
and marble rails. Features a double car garage,
enclosed patio, 20 feet ceilings, open concept
design, family room with gas fireplace, modern
kitchen with granite counter, 4 bedrooms and a
finished basement apartment. Clean as a whistle!

$679,900

A Symphony in Every Room

Affordable & Astounding

Spacious end unit suite with 3 bedrooms plus
solarium, open balcony, 2 full washrooms, ensuite
laundry & an open-con. lvng & dng rm. It is fully
reno. with LED pot lights, quartz counters, Maplewood hardwood flrs, Berber carpet in bdrms &
porcelain tiles. Includes stainless steel appliances.

Ftrs 4 bdrms and 3 bths on upper flr. Mn flr ftrs
9’ ceiling, laundry rm, open concept living rm, a
formal dining rm, upgraded gourmet kitchen & a
fam. rm with gas fp. Impressive dbl car garage.
Nature lovers delight with pond across the street.
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DENTISTRY

Immigration levels see sharp decline

DR. NAR DALJEET
DR. NIKHIL DALJEET

Covid-19 hits incoming numbers; robust strategies needed

The second quarter of the year is usually the busiest period
By Tazeen Inam
for international students, but this year, only about ten percent
New Canadian Media
anada may need to devise robust strategies to meet the of the regular volume was processed compared to the same peri2020 target of 341,000 new permanent residents, con- od last year, the Royal Bank of Canada noted in a report from
sidering sharp declines in immigration caused by the August 20. The drop was described as “acute and not something
Covid-19-related travel restrictions.
that can be made up easily in years to come”.
Experts worry that the gap may make it harder for the
Alex Silva arrived from Brazil with his wife in 2019. He
Canadian economy to recover from the pandemic. But even studied Product Management at Sheridan College, which was
with vastly reduced numbers of newcomers, older genera- followed by a co-op placement that eventually landed him a job
tions of Canadians remain more
in procurement. His permanent
reserved towards immigration.
residency is now in process.
Immigration to Canada across
Silva opted for Canada over
all categories fell by 64 percent in
Australia because he has family
Q2 2020, as compared to Q2 2019,
here, and the combination of eduaccording to the most recent govcation and work experience being
ernment data.
offered was attractive to him.
In April and May alone, the
“My combo of points, along
number of new permanent resiwith back-home experience and
dents sank to 15,000 from 60,000
age, allowed me to apply for express
in the same period last year. When
entry,” he adds.
presented with these numbers,
Earlier, he experienced diffiyoung Canadians, between the
culty in doing a part-time job
ages of 18 and 34, were mostly
along with studies. His wife also
positive about immigration and
struggled to find a job. Along with
saw it as vital for long-term ecofinancial stress, another challengnomic recovery, whereas older
ing part was to find a residence.
cohorts, over the age of 45, were
“It’s expensive and they [land“far more concerned about immilords] ask for credit history, which
grants coming to Canada”, accordwe didn’t have,” says Silva.
ing to a survey conducted by Leger
Canada has never been a top
Marketing in partnership with the
destination for international
Association for Canadian Studies.
students. But Monteiro sees the
John Shields, a professor of
pandemic as an opportunity for
Politics and Public Administration
Canada to build a reputation as
at Ryerson University, sees a high
a country that offers support serlevel of comfort among the youth
vices to international students.
with having peers with immigrant
Monteiro highlights that during
backgrounds.
the pandemic food bank services
“For younger people, multiculwere most availed by international
turalism is now just part of the
students, (although numbers are
Canadian experience. It is acceptmuch higher in Britain and the US
John Shields
ed as normal, and diversity, as
than in Canada). He thinks that
positive – especially within the urban context,” Shields said.
taking care of international students should be showcased by
Despite this growing awareness of multiculturalism, the sur- Universities Canada to keep up the enrolment numbers.
vey indicated that Quebec is less accepting of immigrants than
While the IMF is expecting a three percent drop in global
the rest of Canada.
economic growth this year, the Canadian economy is also taking
Shields thinks it is because Quebecers are very protective of the brunt of the pandemic.
the idea of Quebec culture and language, but not to the point
According to a May report by RBC, Canada needs a growof shutting down immigration completely. Rather, they want it ing labour force more than ever, not only to support a Covidmanaged at lower levels than the rest of Canada.
stricken economy, but also to offset the fiscal challenge posed by
In the Leger survey, 37 percent of Quebecers said immigra- an ageing population.
tion had a positive effect on Canada, and only 31 percent saw a
Canada entered the pandemic with a federal debt-to-GDP
positive effect on their city or town. The respective numbers for ratio at 31 percent, and with “limited fiscal wiggle room to
the rest of Canada were 48 percent and 43 percent.
maintain it”, RBC wrote. By the time the report was issued, the
“We do have a public that is broadly supportive of immigra- cost of the pandemic had already reached $160 billion, and
tion, [even] as we have seen polarisation around this issue, and March permanent resident additions were reported at 30 perespecially in the US. But the warmth of welcome remains strong cent below last year’s level.
in Canada,” Shields commented.
Shields points out that to keep the economy on a steady
While overall immigration fell by 64 percent in the second path, the Canadian immigration system should be sensitive to
quarter of 2020, family sponsorship and refugee intake suffered what he calls central-class workers, as opposed to low-skilled
even deeper declines.
or highly educated immigrants. He also recommends placing
Shields supports the need for family reunification, and con- more focus on permanent residents rather than on temporary
tends that sponsored family members are also an important workers.
component of the labour market.
“We should take in fewer temporary workers, doing the
“I think it is important to remember that all the immigrants, trade-off there… to maintain the levels of permanent residency,”
whether they come as refugees or family class, or economic since permanent residents are the ones who will benefit the
immigrants, all of them are economic immigrants,” he adds.
country on a longer-term basis, Shields says.
The declines in the target numbers for caregivers, foreignIn Ontario, the overall annual drop in the intended occupatrained skilled workers and provincial nominee programs trig- tions for immigrants in Q2 measured 61 percent. The deepest
ger some warnings of a domino effect that could impact next declines were recorded in fields like transportation and cusyear’s target numbers.
tomer services.
Stein Monteiro, Research Fellow at the Canada Excellence
Monteiro, in turn, stresses the need for high-skilled workers.
Research Chair in Migration and Integration program, Ryerson
“Now, given the shift… to using new technology, I think we
University, believes that it is people’s inability to travel due to pan- need highly skilled workers to enable that shift in our indusdemic, rather than polarisation of opinions on immigration that tries,” he says.
is behind the falling numbers. But at the same time, he points to a
If travel restrictions continue, RBC expects 170,000 fewer
27 percent spike in Canadian Experience Class, where people are permanent residents entering the country in 2020, as the bank
applying for permanent residency from within Canada.
wrote in its May report.
“Immigration branch of the government is taking a differTo achieve the 2020-2022 target of one million permaent strategic role in trying to keep people who are already here nent residents, Monteiro said there should be more programs
rather than bringing in new people,” Monteiro says.
to encourage immigrants in provinces other than Ontario,
International students lead in the category of applying for per- Quebec, and BC.
manent residency from within Canada and contribute $6 billion
“Provinces like Newfoundland and Labrador, New Brunswick,
through tuition alone every year. In the 2017-18 academic year, Saskatchewan have been hit really hard” in terms of attracting
296,469 international students were enrolled in Canadian public immigrant workforce, he said, adding, “This created very lucracolleges and universities, many of them from China and India.
tive employment opportunities for new immigrants.”
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The Indelible Red Stain
By Dr Mohan Ragbeer

This two-volume work is a personal account of many efforts to influence Dr. Jagan’s political and
economic direction between 1946 and 1963 and presents material hitherto unpublished. Dr Ragbeer
describes colonial Guianese society, its peoples, the role of political extremism, race, US fears and Dr
Jagan’s failure, despite excellent advice, to adopt sound and realistic economic plans for the transition to
independence. The author traces post-war political and social development, the rise of militants and their
involvement in the Cold War. Dr. Jagan allies with the USSR and carried on quixotic attacks on the United
States which allowed his Marxist foil, Forbes Burnham, to seize the reins of government, by guile, terror,
arson and murder and displace Jagan in the final lap to independence. The resulting dictatorship, the
trashing of the country’s economy and the exodus of over 400,000 Guyanese are well known.

The two companion books are available from Amazon.com, through Kindle and other
on-line sellers or from the author at mohan.ragbeer@gmail.com
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Editorial

Electoral dystopia

S

ad to say, it appears democracy is in peril again; this
time in of all places, it is being threatened in the US
by an autocratic leadership.
It was in August when we quoted Stabroek News in this
space as it celebrated the victory of democracy over autocracy in Guyana, after the dictatorial will of the then de
facto APNU+AFC administration was supplanted in its
failed attempt to illegitimately retain political power.
As Guyanese nationals, and as a people from the Caribbean, we will never forget how the APNU+AFC administration, after being legitimately voted out, refused to yield
power; instead, it sent out its agents to blatantly rig the
vote count, and in tandem with this nefarious plan, it deployed delaying tactics using the judicial system to subvert
the democratic will of the people.
APNU+AFC’s resolve to stay in power, deny a legitimate vote, and to suppress the voice of the people, was a
serious attack on Guyana’s democracy. It was also a threat
to the rest of the Caribbean region, and a worrisome descent into anarchy for the rest of the world.
However, decent Guyanese in the homeland, and in
the diaspora, along with Caribbean leaders, and through
interventions by nations as the UK, Canada, and the US,
worked together to ensure the democratic will of the Guyanese people was not suppressed by APNU+AFC.
So it was that Stabroek News proclaimed after the new,
legitimate government of Guyana was sworn in on August
2, five months after the March 2 general elections, that “no
government can disrespect the will of the people, toy with
their legitimate aspirations, or govern in an autocratic or
corrupt manner”. Also, “Those days are gone. They have
been replaced by heightened awareness of the populace,
and the collective principles of good governance that underpin the comity of nations. Any government oblivious
to this function is in great peril.”
Sadly, once again we are on the threshold of electoral
dystopia, this time with the presidential elections in the
US, with The New York Times stating late last week that
Donald Trump’s re-election campaign poses the greatest
peril to American democracy since World War II.
As The Times said, Trump’s “ruinous tenure already has
gravely damaged the [US] at home and around the world”.
It added: “He has abused the power of his office and denied the legitimacy of his political opponents, shattering
the norms that have bound the nation together for generations. He has subsumed the public interest to the profitability of his business and political interests. He has shown
a breathtaking disregard for the lives and liberties of
Americans. He is a man unworthy of the office he holds.”
The editorial board at The Times, a utopic representative of the voice of the people, has consistently called out
Trump’s racism and xenophobia; also, among other things,
it has maintained opposition to his divisive rhetoric, and
his attacks not only on American nationals, but on foreign
leaders, and on nations abroad.
In what are amazing scenes being witnessed in a nation supposedly the bastion of world democracy, are millions of Americans lining up for blocks, and waiting for
hours to vote. And even as the lines snake through towns
and cities, Trump continues to assault the integrity of this
democratic process, refusing to commit, as The Times has
said, “to a peaceful transfer of power, suggesting that his
victory is the only legitimate outcome, and that if he does
not win, he is ready to contest the judgment of the American people in the courts or even on the streets”.
Dare we say it appears Trump is taking a page out of
APNU+AFC’s post-election, dictatorial playbook? The
déjà vu is not far-fetched, since his Secretary of State, Mike
Pompeo, was a first-hand, key player who intervened to
stymie APNU+AFC’s post-election grab for power.
As The Times has indicated, the presidential elections
on November 3 “can be a turning point”; it is “an election
about the country’s future, and what path its citizens wish
to choose”. As the US rolls off its bias, weighted down by
Trump, it is our hope that its many decent people vote
overwhelmingly to re-centre it on democratic principles.
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Oil & Gas

ith oil coming out of every hole dug in Guyana’s offshore leases, its tiny skill-starved population expects
the earnings to provide some improvement in their
living standards: a basic land grant, housing, food, education,
clothing, and the wherewithal to nurture a career, as employee
or entrepreneur, in line with their talents and
training. This requires a prudent and altruistic
government, wise enough to set priorities for citizen enhancement, and meet them systematically.
Few would dispute the top priorities: safe
clean energy, transportation, water management,
health care, sanitation, education, and sea defence to preserve
prime land for agriculture, not housing schemes, and luxury
real estate developments. Also, golf courses, such as one that
a group is reportedly planning for Mahaica, close to Bharrat
Jagdeo’s birth-place (is he involved?), and near my family home,
on prime agricultural land, whose primary zoning should be
rigidly respected by all. To use it for recreation is, by any standard, a usurpation, a wicked crime.
Such schemes and new housing estates – PPP and PNC-style
that fatten a few politicians and bureaucrats in the right ministries – should increasingly be shifted at least five-ten miles
inland, as soil analysis dictates. The country has enough land
elsewhere suitable for villages and cities, but a limited supply of
excellent soil.
See what Holland, Belgium and Denmark have done, in a
harsher climate. Remember that oil is a limited resource, with
high potential for destroying environment and life, at all phases
of its exploitation. Guyanese may own the deposits, but have
neither expertise, nor capacity to extract, handle, or market
them, so are very much at the mercy of expert companies, which
as tradition tells, are as slick as the commodity they exploit.
Guyana has never had a wise or caring government, or objective political party; pre-independence PPP was hobbled by loyalty to Stalin and the USSR, its few good steps drowned by flaws;
leader Dr Cheddi Jagan scoffed when informed of Guyanese oil
in 1963; he also ignored invaluable Guyanese-oriented proposals from a multitude of smart, if not altruistic, innovators, who,
frustrated and ignored, left in large numbers to give their talents
to the UK, Canada, the US, and the Caribbean.
The PNC inherited independence, and for 26 years followed
the dictates of Burnham’s communism. Guyana lost half its
population, and those who couldn’t leave, learned survival skills
and jungle ethics. Soon, the PPP and PNC would ironically

begin to mine the diaspora for money support!
The stench from the rotten Kaieteur-Canje Block award in
the fading days of the penultimate government under President
Ramotar now overwhelms Guyanese; still, the reaction is just
a sniff, not the emesis that is clearly indicated, to dump it. The
previous government unaccountably skipped the
clear call for an enquiry, despite then-Opposition
Mohan
leader (now Vice President) Jagdeo’s support.
Ramon Gaskin and the people correctly insist
Ragbeer
on an urgent forensic analysis and recommendations. The corruption red flags flutter spiritedly,
as Kaieteur News highlighted, quoting the Natural Resource
Governance Institute. We expect President Irfaan Ali to take
bold, if suicidal, steps to uncover wrongdoing. Perhaps it’s well
that former PPP minister Robert Persaud has sued oil expert
Jan Mangal, as surely in the documentation, Persaud’s role must
come into the court’s limelight.
Meanwhile the American presidential campaign continues,
punctuated by Donald Trump’s infection with Covid-19, a sure
case of poetic justice, if it indeed happened. Trump emerged as
tough, with experience to back his pitch to people, not to fear
Covid-19, and touting his vaccine, promised by election day. He
has politicised all Executive and Justice functions, trashed mailin voting, even though he and wife voted by mail; one postal
official stands accused of delaying mail to thwart the process.
He has rallied in several states, without Covid-19 precautions,
and promised to keep fracking for gas, receiving huge support
from O&G companies.
Trump’s actions and behaviours get excessive attention from
the major press: CNN, for example, gives him free exposure
and access to followers, from morning to late night, as show
hosts repeat past messages which his duffer crowds would have
forgotten; they ignore the criticisms, encouraged to proceed.
Thus, American media are paradoxically aiding the TrumpPence campaign, to the detriment of Joe Biden and Kamala
Harris. Indeed, one has heard little from Harris, who is articulate and knowledgeable. Now we hear of a complaint against
Biden from a co-worker long ago, of “touching and feeling” and
innuendos; these “retrospective misbehaviours” were common
and acceptable at that time.
I was an executive then, and frequently saw these innocent
and reciprocal actions; they hardly raised an eyebrow, even
among the straight-laced. Times have changed, and so have
social behaviours.

Dollars & sense value in saving time today?

H

ere is a typical scenario that unfolds following our
modern-day, “Now that we have met, let’s keep in
touch” moments. We ask each other if we have a
WhatsApp account; or, “Do you prefer Messenger? Oh, you’re
a Facetimer!”
It was a pen-and-ink world when I was growing up back
home. What I observed then were adults who had
just met reaching into the front shirt-pocket for a
Romeo
fountain pen, then shaking it vigorously for ink
Kaseram
to flow into the dried-out nib. There was much
patting of pockets for a piece of paper to write on,
settling for a crumpled-up grocery bill receipt,
followed by laborious jotting down of a snail-mail address; and
if lucky, a precious telephone number.
Transactions such as this one took an eternity compared to
the faster pace at which we go today. It took almost two to three
minutes to write down the address, followed by the five-digit
telephone number. It was done with many repetitions, with a
palm cupped to an ear, a few crossing-outs of spelling errors,
with much pressing down on the fountain pen’s reluctant nib.
Has anyone noticed how time is treated the same way as
historical currencies when we translate its sums into modernday values? We add inflation to money spent a century ago, for
example, to get an idea of its worth in contemporary currency.
The same thing happens with time that was spent in the past;
add an equivalent inflation rate, and we get an enriched, realistic
return.
Such a revaluation of time makes dollars and sense, so to
speak. Time has always been synonymous with currency, as in:
“Time is money”. We all know time can be well-spent in reading a good book; or squandered in a line-up; or saved when we
take a shortcut.
The latter commodification of time as savings has always
been an important subset of efficiency, since we live our lives
driven to constantly, and profitably, maximise its consumption. Time-saving is a pervasive motif in our daily lives. We are
driven to save time, and it is for this reason that we worship
time-saving devices, now noticeable in our addiction to handheld, applications-compact, electronic screens.
So this is where we are today: what took two to three minutes back in those ink-and-paper days, marking down contact
information in laborious long-hand, and resorting to carefully
wetting the nib of the fountain pen between the front teeth to
induce ink-flow, now takes a mere few seconds using a forefin-

ger for tapping on a hand-held, electronic screen.
Today, these ubiquitous, almost universal instruments are
significant contributors to time-saving, such as during contact
information exchange between two persons. Mind you, in an
inverse of the modern-day time currency conversion, a minute
or more for completion means it is an exercise in deflation,
where an eternity passes while the details are
being ironed out.
So it appears we are accruing massive savings
in time nowadays during transactions that are
being facilitated via technology. Looking back it
now appears that an entire lifetime was taken to
complete an action using the “old ways”, such as a pen to laboriously scratch handwriting onto paper. Today, sharing the same
information is performed with a minimum of thumb strokes on
a smartphone, or a forefinger tapping on its touch screen.
All it takes after the meet-and-greet is sending an exploratory
text message, with its recipient immediately gathering up the
accompanying personal data, and responding seconds later with
an animated emoticon in acknowledgement. Even the acknowledging emoticon is time-saving, a conflation of punctuation
marks that is the thinnest fabric of a warm, smiling face.
And to think such efficiencies can only get better. It is easy
to follow the path of such technological development to predict
that information sharing and its transfer would one day be
reduced to the body itself becoming a mobile networking site.
That it could mean each of us being an organic unit traveling
inside extendable electronic auras of connectivity, which can be
deployed on demand to offer inter-personal link-ups that enable
data transfers on voice command, without a finger being lifted.
Goodness! What? No hands? What possibilities this opens
up for saving even more seconds! I recall visiting banks during
my youth back home, where clients were herded like sheep by
security guards barking instructions. Bank managers looked
down from upper floors, eyeing the passive, intimidated wallets
with predatory loftiness. Most of all, there were long waits, and a
passage of hours, which when added up cumulatively, grew into
days of wasted time.
Now we have online access that has eliminated thousands
of bank tellers, along with the lineups and lengthy waits. With
online personal banking, transactions take minutes to complete,
yielding hours and days of saved time throughout a lifetime.
Yet to speak truth to technology’s time-saving power, I wonder why I remain in time-deficit at the end of each day.
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Guyana needs to look to Venezuela to avoid fallout from ‘Dutch Disease’

Dear Editor,
Venezuela has the largest reserves of oil in
the world (300 billion barrels). Since 1928,
Venezuela has been infected with the oil ‘Dutch
Disease’ in its financial, political, economic,
and social spheres.
In essence, the economy is mismanaged.
The strategies of different governments were
not sufficiently focused on using most of the
oil revenues to grow a diversified, open, and
sustainable economy with competitive businesses in the non-oil sectors.
There is a very heavy dependence on oil
exports for government revenue. Crude oil
exports have always been a very large percentage of all exports (in 2019, it was 85 percentage). There is heavy borrowing from the forward sales of crude oil to fund projects. Public
spending is unrestrained and extravagant.
Foreign debt and the debt-to-GDP ratio are
high. Capital budgets for infrastructural projects are badly implemented. Sufficient earnings
from local and foreign investments are not reinvested into the national economy. The flight
of capital to foreign destinations is high.
Local and foreign investments are highly skewed towards the oil-related sectors.
Significant fluctuations in foreign exchange
rates negatively affect the competitiveness of
the non-oil economic sectors. The local private
sector’s contribution to GDP decreases, especially in manufacturing and agriculture.
Most businesses are unable to identify and
successfully pursue export activities. There are
no effective export promotion institutions that
support businesses to sustainably assemble and
produce a diversity of value-added products
and services for export markets. Venezuela
is heavily dependent on all kinds of imports,
especially food and raw materials that could be
produced in the country.
Consequently, democracy is threatened and
undermined by unequal ethnic and class competition that fosters political instability, violent
conflicts, and violations of the rule of law.
Grand and petty corruption is rampant. All
types of crime are increasing. The rich, the
upper middle class, and many politicians waste
resources on lavish lifestyles, and consume a lot
of foreign goods. Immigration is not managed
properly. Between 1950-2020, the Venezuelan
population increased by 460 percent from five
million persons to 28 million, because of waves

of immigrants from Europe, Latin America,
the Caribbean, and the Middle East.
During the 1974-1979 government of socialdemocrat Carlos Andres Perez, who nationalised the oil industry in 1976, and during
the 1999-2013 government of socialist Hugo
Chavez, there were very
high oil prices. The
increased revenues were
used to mainly finance
infrastructure
projects and social welfare
programmes to reduce
poverty, and to expand
health and education
services. Some of those
revenues were invested
to support a limited
diversification of the
economy that included
an auto-assembly sector, and some manufacturing and agricultural
businesses. But these
Geoffrey
were short-lived successes, because when the high oil prices ended,
poverty and inequality returned with a vengeance for the majority of Venezuelans.
The situation now under the government of
President Nicolas Maduro is even worse with
low oil prices and the imposition of sanctions
by the US. There are shortages of some types
of food. The inflation rate is very high. Many
workers, farmers, and the poor are selling
household belongings to buy food. There is a
fuel shortage. Many working people cannot
afford to buy gasoline and cooking gas, and
they are using firewood to do their cooking.
Corruption is even more widespread in the
government and the security services.
Many rural communities cannot survive
because they are heavily dependent on public funds which are significantly decreasing.
Venezuela has one of the highest crime rates
in the world. Millions of Venezuelans have
left the country to escape growing poverty
and significant declines in health and education services. Maybe 50 percent of the 45,000
Venezuelan Guyanese diaspora have migrated
back to Guyana, the Caribbean, and North
America.
In a new Guyana free of the ‘Dutch Disease’,

we Guyanese will want to see that all politicians
adhere to the rule of law and practice inclusive
governance in an accountable and transparent
way. We want our politicians to lead the way
and stand up against grand and petty corruption, extravagance, and
the wastage of public
resources. The government must ensure that
all capital projects are
efficiently and effectively completed, free of
corruption.
The priority must be
supporting the private
sector to create diverse
job and business opportunities especially for
the youth who are the
overwhelming majority
of the population. The
education system must
focus on producing
graduates for the future
productive sectors of the
Da Silva
economy.
The seven Guyanese ethnic communities (Indigenous, Africans, Indians, Mixed,
Portuguese, Chinese, and European) would
work together to build strong professional
and non-partisan government institutions that
would successfully manage a significant reduction in poverty, a low crime rate, better public
security, fair and equal competition, and less
dependence of some communities and businesses on government revenues for survival.
The main objective must be increased incomes
for all Guyanese, and equal pay for equal work
for Guyanese employees compared to foreign
employees.
The government would not borrow from
the future sales of oil to finance projects.
Over the next 25 years, through a diversified
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wrong foot with the excessive amounts of gas
being burned into the atmosphere. Venezuela is
an experienced and large player in the industry,
and what we are seeing today says clearly that
Guyana is far from prepared to effectively run
this enterprise without problems in the future.
For this very reason safeguards beyond what
is being considered as standard today against
poor performance and mismanagement of the
Oil & Gas industry have to be put in place. A
study of third party companies from around
the world that manage this industry the best
should be reviewed, and a compilation of best
practices developed for incorporation into the
industry production and management agreements. This is proving to be extremely vital
for the profitable, safe, and environmentally
friendly development of the Oil & Gas industry.
Jamil Changlee, via email.
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Dear Editor,
The recent reported dire condition of the
Venezuelan Oil & Gas industry is worrisome
for Guyana. The lack of upkeep that has led
to gas and oil leaks presents similarities to our
sugar industry.
With the shutdown of their industry due to
the embargo, much of the infrastructure has
deteriorated and leaks are becoming more evident. These leaks and spills run into the tens of
thousands of barrels.
Similarly the Guyana Sugar Company is
now faced with extensive rebuilding due to
the closure and neglect of sugar estates. If
the struggles with the sugar industry are any
indication of things to come, then we should
brace ourselves for the worse as the oil industry
develops.
The oil industry has already started on the

export economy, dependence on revenue from
crude oil exports will decrease. Incentives and
regulations will be implemented to discourage
capital flight and encourage the re-investment
of local and foreign earnings into the economy.
The foreign debt, the debt-to-GDP ratio, and
the inflation rate would be kept low, and the
exchange rate would remain stable.
The oil funds would be carefully used for a
national development plan to restructure the
economy in priority areas: [1] new infrastructure projects in electric power (hydro, solar
and wind), roads, highways, ports, railways,
and broadband; [2] Research and Development
to improve productivity and the competitiveness of businesses through better management,
mechanisation, and technology; [3] diversified
growth of a competitive local private sector
in the non-oil sectors, including the agricultural, manufacturing, construction, engineering, Information and Communications
Technology, and tourism sectors.
Also, [4], reduction of rural and hinterland poverty through the diversification and
modernisation of agriculture for the export of
more processed foods, and for replacing some
food imports with quality local products; [5]
support for more resource-based manufacturing using raw materials from the agricultural,
forestry and mining sectors to manufacture
products for export markets, and for the local
construction and housing industries; and [6],
creation of effective export promotion institutions that will support the private sector to
export diversified value-added products and
services for current and new markets.
Finally, our new Guyana will have a dynamic and well-managed immigration policy to
encourage brain circulation from the Guyanese
diaspora, and to attract foreign employees with
specific skills.
Geoffrey Da Silva, former Ambassador to
Venezuela; via email.
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Ask Jay...
Please send your questions to
TheBrij@TheBrij.com or call: 416-418-2745

The Horrors of Real Estate

D
Keith Rowley

Stop the demonisation, Dr Rowley
Dear Editor,
Last Thursday evening was the first time I
listened to a full PNM public meeting. It was
shocking. It went well beyond ‘picong’ or even
aggressive political debate. It crossed the line
into political scapegoating and virtual incitement.
In his speech, astoundingly, Prime Minister
Dr Keith Rowley was provoking deep hatred,
and perhaps even justifying extreme acts
against the Opposition, in supposed ‘selfdefence’.
In his efforts to deflect all blame from his
government, he instead accused the UNC of
criminal acts of sabotage, treason, and posing
an existential threat to Trinidad and Tobago
itself.
The accusations reached absurd, fantastical
levels. About the debacle at the opening of the
Brian Lara Stadium, he astonishingly professed
that the UNC took off their clothes and stuffed
them down in the sewers to flood the boxes.
Deflecting from the incredible years’ long
mismanagement of the sea-bridge, he declared
the UNC were flushing orange and grapefruit
and jerseys down the toilet to be able to say that
the boat wasn’t good.
He dramatically charged the UNC with
burning out pumps and electrical panels in
Bamboo Settlement #1 (where their own supporters live) in order to cause flooding. He
asked, “Who stands to benefit if Bamboo #1
is flooded? It has to be the people who make a
specialty of flood politics.”
With regard to the internationally embarrassing incident of British MP Steve Baker
raising the issue of our stranded Trinidad and
Tobago nationals in the UK Parliament, Rowley
hurled abuse. Instead of acknowledging “our
common humanity”, Rowley elaborated a baseless, paranoid conspiracy theory, claiming “the
UNC is in the British Parliament, at the backbench, lying on Trinidad and Tobago”.
The most incredible point in this fantasy
tale was when Rowley accused the UNC of
cutting the wires on an aircraft, in an act of
terrorism and attempted mass murder. And
not a single shred of evidence was tendered for
any of this.
It went even deeper than these absurd,
slanderous accusations. There was a sinister
demonisation running throughout Rowley’s
address.
Throughout the speech, he encouraged his
followers to blame the UNC for every ill the
country faces. He told them: “Try to figure out
who and why... Who would benefit” from the
country’s troubles? Presume guilt, and then (if
at all given the chance) make the accused prove
innocence.
He painted the UNC as domestic enemies,
being “unpatriotic underminers of our existence”, being traitorous for thanking the UK
MP for standing up for our citizens, and for
trying to avert US sanctions on our country for
the unilateral actions taken by the executive
without parliamentary knowledge or approval.
Yet, ironically, for three separate issues
in the same speech, Rowley called upon the
British to assist and intervene in the internal

affairs of Trinidad and Tobago. He even spoke
about giving foreigners the rank of Special
Reserve Police to arrest nationals. His noninterventionism apparently applies only when
convenient.
He accused the UNC of secretly having
properties abroad, tax evasion, hiding ownership, and being “upper class” (ironic, when the
UNC overwhelmingly represents the poorest
people in the most marginal, excluded, and
remote areas of the country).
It was a conspiracy-level diatribe, feeding
rumours, fear-mongering, division, suspicion,
dissension; single- mindedly directing and stirring up resentment.
Ominously, he quoted “an American president being called upon to declare war – where
lives will be lost and blood will flow”, saying,
“The only thing to fear is fear itself ”. What
message was he sending? But this twisted
attack was part of a speech in which it was
announced that his government would be raising taxes, rents (due to property tax), WASA
rates, electricity rates, reducing pension payouts, and that these would be very hard times.
Here is where the strategy can be deciphered.
The frustration, rage, hatred, and anger that
these hardships would cause is to be directed at
the “unpatriotic underminers of our existence”,
the “sabotaging” UNC, painted by Rowley as
an existential threat to Trinidad and Tobago
itself. This is dangerous and reckless talk coming from our sitting Prime Minister. But it is
frighteningly familiar ground.
In mediaeval Europe, during the bubonic
plague that devastated and distressed millions, leaders blamed Jews for “poisoning the
wells”. A frustrated, angry, scared population
vented all their rage and fury on that scapegoated population, resulting in mass killings
and pogroms.
In neighbouring Guyana in the 1960s,
rumours by politicians that “Indians” were
responsible for blowing up a boat led to mass
murder, rape, looting, pillaging, arson, and
destruction of whole villages in Wismar and
McKenzie.
Indeed, Dr Rowley turned the issue of local
government funding into a racial one, when no
such claim was made. All this to avoid blame.
Fine, the PNM may consider this part of the
political game.
However, to foment hatred and suspicion
of fellow citizens, to demonise and scapegoat
them for all the country’s problems, to accuse
them of being in traitorous collaboration with
foreigners to bring down our country, of having foreign property abroad (not really being
“national”), to falsely accuse them of sabotage, and even attempted murder (!) of fellow
citizens, is to cross every line of decency and
acceptable political debate.
It should be roundly condemned by all
right-thinking people in this country, no matter what one’s political allegiances.
I call on Dr Keith Rowley to stop his dangerous diatribe and scapegoating. It will lead to
nothing good.
Dr Kirk Meighoo, via email.
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ealing in real estate can be like trick-or-treating. Some people get tricked
into a transaction while enjoying the treat of finding a good home. Real
estate involves various aspects; from financing to foreclosure. For
many, most of their wealth is in their home. However, there are many tricky
pitfalls along the spooky road of real estate.
An elderly, lonely gentleman was befriended by a charming woman. The
relationship grew and she eventually moved into his home. The children were
happy that their dad met someone who brought meaning to his life. They were
not worried about the family home because their father had a will. After his
death the children tried to sell the home, but found out that the property was
registered as “Joint tenant” between their late dad and his female companion. Joint tenants in real estate suggest that if two people own the property
and one died, the property automatically goes to the other. This supersedes
the will. The property was mortgage free. The woman eventually sold it for
$1,200,000. The family inheritance went up in smoke.
Sara, a business executive, saw an ad for bank sale property. The realtor
told her that there were five other bidders on the property. Sara was financially
secured and knew many contractors who could take care of any renovations if
needed. She submitted a firm offer with a strong deposit and got the property.
Prior to move-in date, in order to register a new mortgage on the property,
she ordered an appraisal. The appraisal came in substantially lower than the
purchase price and as a result she had to stretch her financial resources in
order buy the property. The home was run down and the renovation cost was
high. Eventually she tried to rent the property, but she was met with a tenant
from Hell. The bank took over. Sara was impulsive and did not bother to obtain
financing and inspection. She ultimately fell into a pit.
Chris loved student rentals because they were profitable. His rental property has seven rooms, four on the main floor and three in the basement. One
snowy morning a tenant slipped and fell on the driveway. The ambulance was
called, and the tenant complained about severe head and back pain. Chris
was sued for $600,000. The insurance company denied the claim because
Chris failed to inform them that it was a rental property. On the court date,
Chris’ lawyer argued that the person who was suing was not even his tenant.
The person produced two government documents, showing his association
at the property; a driver license and an ambulance report. Chris was taken
for $600,000. It was a setup where the “tenant” applied for a driver’s license,
using that address. An insider collected the driver’s license and gave it to his
friend. It was the same insider who called the ambulance when his friend fell.
Chris was tricked.
Fay, a homeowner, was referred by a friend to a financial planner. The financial planner advised Fay to re-mortgage her home and invest in a promising venture overseas. Fay received a lucrative return during the first year and
introduced the planner to many other friends. Profits came pouring in and the
bonanza grew. The planner assisted Fay and her friends to arrange private
second mortgages for the remainder of the equity in the home and invest the
funds. For the first six months everything went well, and the planner disappeared. The funds were wired to an offshore account and then transferred to
a private account that was now closed. Fay and her friends went for the treat,
but ended up getting tricked.
Ayyub co-signed for his friend Josephine on the purchase of a home. Josephine could not qualify alone and Ayyub, as a co-signer or guarantor, became
part-owner of the home. One night, Josephine’s 16-year-old son stole her car
keys and went on a joy ride with a few friends. An unfortunate accident happened and two of the friends died. The bereaved family sued for damages. The
court awarded the family a huge settlement. The insurance company successfully argued their way out of court, and did not cover the settlement. A lien was
placed on the property, and since Ayyub was on title, he was dragged into the
mess.
Real estate is not a “get rich overnight” plan. When a person’s net worth is
zero, they don’t need to worry. For the others, someone is sizing up their loot.
Protect it.

Jay Brijpaul
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It makes sense to revitalise non-traditional agriculture

G

uyana’s focus on non-traditional agriculture has been
on and off the development agenda of various governments for almost five decades. Yet, success in the
sector has largely remained an illusion, in spite of the fact that
the country has an abundance of natural resources to sustain it.
Rather, limited, albeit short-lived success in specific segments, has been largely
overblown, creating the impression of tremendous strides. As well, gains – whenever
realised - have been largely sporadic, indicating a lack of consistency in production across
all segments of the sector.
More important, production in all key
sectors has been on a declining trend since
the start of the century. Statistical manipulation would indicate
rising production, but analysis of actual – and not published
base year statistics – indicates otherwise.
Earlier this month, in yet another push to promote nontraditional agriculture, President Irfaan Ali announced that
his administration is striving to revitalise the sector on various
fronts. He went so far to say that it is not an unrealistic presumption to expect that Guyana will once again become ‘The
Food Basket of the Caribbean’ in the very near future.
The truth is, though Guyana has always had the potential
to feed the Caribbean, this expectation has merely been a pipe
dream since the 1960s.
Ali lamented that during the Dr Cheddi Jagan era of the late
1950s and early 1960s, Guyana was regarded as the bread-basket
of the Caribbean, but the sector was deliberately neglected,
resulting in the reversal of earlier gains that contributed to food
shortages.
The resulting rapid decline in agricultural output led to the
country becoming a net importer of food, as farmers abandoned
agriculture because of punitive policies, and a lack of government support.
In fact, during the 1960s, the former PNC administration
dramatically slashed budgetary allocations to agriculture, largely to punish Indian famers who were primarily supporters of the
PPP. The policy of misaligned budgetary considerations – relative to the industry’s national importance, continued for several
decades under both the PNC and the PPP/Civic.
Incidentally, even under the country’s Feed, Clothe and
House plan (1972-1976), budgetary allocations to the sector did
not match the sector’s expectations.
It was not until 2005 when the then PPP/Civic government
under the so-called Jagdeo Initiative decided to relegate agriculture to its rightful place. Then, former President Bharrat Jagdeo
openly advocated the push to agriculture. He opened the doors
to other Caribbean territories to exploit Guyana’s agricultural
resources with the aim of increasing food insecurity and alleviating poverty in the Caribbean. This initiative has so far met
with little success.
However, ten years after the Jagdeo Initiative, agriculture was
once again neglected under the former APNU+AFC administration, which sought to de-emphasise coastal agriculture in
favour of hinterland-based agriculture. Incidentally, the coastal
belt has historically dominated agricultural production, but has

been prone to flooding, whereas the hinterland region is not.
tion, storage, refrigeration, tertiary roads, supply of inputs like
Yet, in spite of downplaying agriculture, expectations for fertilisers and chemicals, credit, research, extension support,
non-traditional agriculture among various administrations have and land ownership rights are other areas which remain critical
been high. That is, at least in terms of verbal commitment.
to the success of the sector that must be addressed with heightIt, therefore, makes sense for the government to emphasise ened intensity.
non-traditional agriculture in spite of the
The underdevelopment of agro-processing facilities, and the
country’s new-found oil wealth. From a stra- lack of a pricing mechanism to guarantee minimum prices have
tegic standpoint, increased output enhances also been shortcoming in the success of the sector.
food security, an issue which is at the foreAnother important problem that affects the development
Dwarka
front
in
the
of non-traditional agriLakhan
region. As
culture is the preference
well, the
of Guyanese for foreign
potential
goods, which ultimately
for exports
limits the expansion of
is high, which has been the
domestic industries. In
key government objective in
fact, Guyana’s imported
its quest to develop the sector.
food bill has risen steadily
The sector is also a key
over the past two decades,
source of employment and
indicating that Guyana
income for the rural poor
cannot meet its own food
who depend on agriculture for
demand needs, much less
their livelihood.
those of the Caribbean.
However, the sector’s develIt is, therefore, necesopment hinges on the extent of
sary for mechanisms to
government commitment and
be put in place to restrict
the existence of a comprehenfood imports and/or prosive plan to guide its growth.
mote local products to
Rice production has significantly outperformed all other
Government commitment – at
support the development
food crops in recent years
least verbally and financially
of non-traditional agriapparently exists – but planning is ad hoc. A comprehensive culture.
strategic plan that guides the development of the sector is
In as much as foreign imports can force local industries to
unavailable.
be competitive, if local industries are not given some form of
Past experience shows that there has been weak integration protection to develop as part of a feasible business strategy, then
of implementation efforts, resulting in sporadic ventures that they will not prosper.
have engendered limited success. In fact, over time there have
Part of the problem is also that rural Guyanese have been
been more failures than successes in a broad spectrum of non- abandoning traditional agriculture in favour of the more attractraditional sub-sectors.
tive service sector – largely due to infrastructure, support and
Plus, the periodic focus on crops in which Guyana does not service weaknesses discussed earlier. On the other hand, govhave a competitive advantage seems to excite the government, as ernment expectations that large foreign investors would pick up
well as certain farmers. Rather, the focus should be on products the slack have not yet materialised.
in which the country has a competitive advantage and experiAt the end of the day, venturing into non-traditional agrience in producing.
culture is not only expected to increase food production, but
Although Guyana has the physical resources to ensure suc- will also reduce the country’s vulnerability to its traditional
cess in non-traditional agriculture, it would not be prudent to industries, create jobs, and enhance its overall development
ignore the reasons for failure.
prospects.
Output has been affected by the vagaries of weather, disSerious planning devoid of political rhetoric will no doubt
eases, and floods, which has led to production shortfalls and allow the government to achieve its objectives. Arguably, the
substantial losses by farmers who have become increasingly government has made some headway, but production statistics
disenchanted.
indicate that it is losing the challenge. Commitment alone will
Ironically, the traditional rice sector, which is highly vulner- not support the growth of the sector, but rather a plan that will
able to poor weather conditions, has significantly outperformed guide its development.
all other food crops in recent years – a fact that casts some doubt
Dwarka Lakhan, BA, MBA, FCSI, FICB is a Member of
over poor weather as being a major contributor to declining the Canadian Association of Journalists and an accomplished
output in the non-traditional agriculture sector.
financial writer. His recently published book, Winning Ways,
While the government has been addressing some of the Real World Strategies to Help You Reimagine Your Practice is
underlying problems in non-traditional agriculture, the biggest available on Amazon and on winningways101.com. He can be
of them being drainage and irrigation, areas such as transporta- reached at dlakhan@rogers.com.

By Treb Narahcmar
lural societies, especially those formed out of colonial
experiences, need to work consciously at nurturing and
deepening national cohesion. This is an ongoing process
that requires commitment, structures, and legislation. Guyana
and Guyanese need to think hard about the conscious, careful
consistent process of deepening national cohesion.
There are experiences of this process at work and we shall
look at three of these from far-away Asia: three members of the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations, that have successfully
experimented with policies of helping people to understand one
another, and to relate better as part of the national fabric. We
shall look at Singapore, Malaysia, and Indonesia – all former
colonies, all countries that have diverse populations.
In Singapore, legislation provides for State funding of national associations of its three founding peoples, Chinese, Malay,
and Indian. This is meant to encourage them to promote and
explain their cultures, and to help give them a sense of cultural
self-determination within the body politic. Singapore is not
without ethnic rivalries and tensions, but it one of the most successful former developing countries in the world.
At the time they achieved independence, Singapore and
Guyana were probably at the same stage of development.
Nowadays, while the former is enjoying spectacular progress,
the latter has been chugging along, although the new oil revenues could provide opportunities for dynamic development.
Singapore has benefited from tapping the brainpower of its
people, and from smart trading policies. This process has been

community, which was considered disadvantaged historically.
Thanks to these policies, the situation of the Malay community
has improved markedly since Independence.
Guyana could copy the Malaysian example and introduce
a policy of affirmative action, for a start, for its Amerindian
people, to give them matching services and bring them up to
the standard of living of the rest of the population. The policy of
affirmative action could also extend to particularly needy communities in the population.
In Indonesia, the policy has been one of promoting peaceful
co-existence and inclusiveness in governance, even if Indonesia
has seen great ethnic violence in the past – as has Guyana.
Indonesia’s approach is encapsulated in its policy of Panca Sila,
or five principles. These are belief in the oneness of God; just
and civilised humanity; the unity of the country; democracy
arising out of deliberations among representatives; and, social
justice for the whole of the people of Indonesia.
All three countries have national human rights institutions
working in good faith to promote and protect human rights
and fundamental freedoms inside the country. The Indonesian
and Malaysian national human rights commissions have been
particularly imaginative in the promotion of the rights of everyone, including ethnic communities. It would be fair to say that
Guyana’s elaborate national human rights commissions are still
on their launching pads, awaiting take-off.
Might the Parliament of Guyana decide, for a start, on the
formation of an Advisory Commission on National Cohesion
in Guyana?

Working for national cohesion in Guyana? Consider ASEAN strategies

P

8

assisted by its efforts to promote national cohesion. Guyana has
always been blessed with a talent pool of educated people.
Malaysia has also sought to pay attention to the cultures of
its three founding peoples, Malay, Chinese, and Indian. One of
the main planks of the Malaysian experience, grounded in its
legislation, has been a policy of affirmative action for the Malay
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CAL resumes Georgetown-NY flights

Georgetown – Caribbean Airlines resumed
the operations of its commercial service
between Guyana and New York this week.
According to CAL, the roll-out will see all
safety protocols aligned with the highest international standards for the protection and wellbeing of passengers and employees.
“[It] has been an unprecedented year for
aviation. Our customers in Guyana and North
America can count on CAL to reconnect them
with their family and friends. We attach tremendous importance to our valued Guyanese
customers and their loyalty to the airline,” said
CEO Garvine Medera.
CAL stopped flights to several countries
because of borders that closed due to the

pandemic. On Monday it resumed its nonstop return service between Cheddi Jagan
International Airport and JFK International.
Customers will be reminded to check the
travel protocols for entry into Guyana and
New York prior to purchasing tickets, it said.
Guyana reopened its borders on October 12.
Also, Trans Guyana Airways indicated it will
be launching five weekly flights to Barbados
from the Ogle airport starting November 1 to
Grantley Adams International from Eugene F.
Correia International in Guyana.
The flights will facilitate travel to and from
Barbados, and connections with BA, Virgin
Atlantic, Air Canada, American Airlines, CAL,
InterCaribbean & Air Antilles.

it that much, as I thought things would revert
to normal in due time.”
Yet to be confirmed, it is believed there are
six nationals from Trinidad and Tobago who
are stranded in Guyana with Omar. According
to Omar, the stranded nationals are still awaiting exemptions from the ministry to return to
Trinidad and Tobago. Also, even if an exemption is granted, returning on a repatriation
flight is quite expensive, he said.
Despite the hardships, Omar said he has
applied four times for an exemption, and only
once received an automated response acknowledging receipt of his request.
“I applied and wrote to them at least four
times. The last time I applied was July, and
since then there has been no response. So far
the only response I ever got acknowledging
my request was when I emailed the Permanent
Secretary. I even tried applying for the aid they
promised through the High Commission, but
nothing came of that,” he said.

think of your citizens in Guyana. We are here
and we are desperate.”
Last week Young said the government was
speeding up the repatriation of nationals. He
also indicated that flights from the US, the UK,
Jamaica, and Barbados are being planned in the
coming weeks.
Said Young: “What has happened since
[Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley] announced
that we were to repatriate on a quicker modality, is we actually now have a fairly stable
rotation taking place. Flights from the United
States every ten days rotate between New
York and Miami. We have also been running
a number of flights through our State airline,
Caribbean Airlines from Barbados.”
Young added: “Persons have been making
their way to Barbados, and we are repatriating
them back from Barbados. We have also been
doing some flights from other countries like
Jamaica and other countries, where we have
brought back persons.”

DESIGN YOUR FUTURE

• Custom Homes
TT national wants home from Georgetown • Home Remodeling
He appealed to the authorities in Trinidad
From Page 1
in March on the day my grandmother was and Tobago, pleading to return home, saying,
• OBC Building Permits
buried. At that time, I was not thinking about “Please, if anyone who can help sees this, please
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Trump doubles down on problematic vote

FSO Nabarima

CDC: Nabarima no threat

Georgetown – The Civil Defence Commission said
yesterday that based on its investigations so far, it has
determined an oil spill from the FSO Nabarima tanker will
not have a direct impact on Guyana’s marine ecosystem.
The tanker is permanently anchored in the Gulf of
Paria between Trinidad and Tobago and Venezuela, in
Venezuelan waters, with nearly 1.3 million barrels of crude
oil on board.
According to the CDC, several analyses and modelling
of the potential threat of an oil spill from the distressed
tanker that is now listing does not show any direct impact
on Guyana’s shores or marine ecosystem. However, it may
indirectly affect fisherfolk licensed to operate in surrounding waters off the coast of Venezuela and Trinidad and
Tobago.
While there were no reports up to yesterday of any spills
or discharges, there are concerns that if its contents are
into the Gulf of Paria, then it can become a major disaster
affecting the Caribbean.
Earlier this week an environmental company out of
Trinidad and Tobago, Coastal Dynamics Limited, said it
had prepared preliminary oil spill models, but was hesitant
to share it, with director Frank Teelucksingh saying he did
not want the public to be misled by the data.
Oil spill modelling is used to predict which areas oil
would contaminate in the event of a spill based on oceanographic and meteorological patterns in the areas likely to
be affected.
In Coastal Dynamics’s model, Teelucksingh said in the
short term, oil spilled from the Nabarima showed a high
likelihood of being transported to the north and northwest
into Venezuelan waters.

From Page 1
Nevis, the result seeing another landslide victory for Dr Timothy
Harris’ Team Unity.
On August 10, Trinidad and Tobago went to the polls, the
results peacefully returning the ruling PNM to power a week
later, after the opposition UNC requested recounts in constituencies with close counts.
It was in Guyana where democracy had a
major and difficult challenge, causing significant
duress to its nationals in the homeland, and its
diaspora abroad. Finally, in the first week of
August, the electorate prevailed and the PPP/
Civic was declared the legitimate winner of
regional and general elections.
It was a protracted outcome for elections that
had taken place back on March 2, exactly five
months after the last vote was cast. The delay in
the declaration of a winner was a major headache
for Guyanese nationals, the wider Caribbean,
Donald
and international partners such as the US, the
UK, and Canada, who all intervened to ensure that the democratic will of the electorate prevailed.
With the exception of the crass grab for power by the
APNU+AFC coalition in Guyana, the electoral process so far in
the Caribbean has been without major disruptions in national,
democratic life. Throughout the region, there was hardly
pre-election dismissive chatter by its leaders about forthcoming irregularities in the voting, and hardly any indications of
premeditation to refuse yielding power should an electoral loss
occur; not during the elections, and certainly not in the months
before the first vote was cast. Significantly, there has hardly been
civil unrest and disobedience, protests, and episodes of violence
in these nations.
That the region has mostly seen uneventful, honourable, and
peaceful transitions of power following national and presidential elections makes it remarkable that Trump, as a representative head of one of the largest democratic nations in the world,
remains committed to the path of refusal he indicated to Fox
News back in August that he would take, and from which he
has since not deviated.
Sadly, since then he has not strayed far from that consistent
and unsavoury rhetoric of refusal. In fact, typical of his antagonistic modus operandi, he continues to double down, claiming
the election results may be rigged for a number of reasons, chief

among them being the mail-in ballots, maintaining that it has
a “tremendous” potential for fraud, despite hard evidence to
the contrary; and despite the irony that he has previously voted
using mail-in ballots.
Last month, while speaking to reporters, Trump continued
to decline to commit to a peaceful transfer of power should he
lose the presidency to Democratic candidate and
former vice-president Joe Biden.
Said Trump: “Well, we’re going to have to
see what happens. You know that I’ve been
complaining about the ballots; the ballots are a
disaster.” Also, “There won’t be a transfer, frankly.
There’ll be a continuation.”
To maintain silence in the face of clear and
present danger is to enable its perpetrators, and
it is with this in mind that The New York Times
continues to call America’s electorate to action.
In a major undertaking last week, The Times’
editorial board made even more forceful its call
Trump
to Americans to come out and vote, maintaining
that exercising this duty would be an antidote to neutralising the
Trumpian toxicity of racism, divisiveness, and partisanship now
poisoning the US electoral landscape.
Said The Times: “[The board] does not lightly indict a duly
elected president. During Mr. Trump’s term, we have called out
his racism and his xenophobia. We have critiqued his vandalism
of the postwar consensus, a system of alliances and relationships
around the globe that cost a great many lives to establish and
maintain. We have, again and again, deplored his divisive rhetoric and his malicious attacks on fellow Americans. Yet when the
Senate refused to convict the president for obvious abuses of
power and obstruction, we counseled his political opponents to
focus their outrage on defeating him at the ballot box.”
It added, “[November 3] can be a turning point. This is an
election about the country’s future, and what path its citizens
wish to choose. The resilience of American democracy has been
sorely tested by Mr. Trump’s first term. Four more years would
be worse.”
The Times concluded: “Mr. Trump is a man of no integrity.
He has repeatedly violated his oath to preserve, protect and
defend the Constitution of the United States. Now, in this
moment of peril, it falls to the American people – even those
who would prefer a Republican president – to preserve, protect
and defend the United States by voting.” (RK)

www.qtrexinternational.com

Overseas Offices:

SUPER
SPECIAL

ANTIGUA:
Tel #268-462-4958
Contact: Dunica

TO GEORGETOWN,TRINIDAD,
KINGSTON OR MONTEGO BAY

3

DOMINICA
Tel #767-237-3737
Contact: Geoff

BARRELS

$100

BARBADOS
Tel # 246-548-2891
Contact: Anderson/Joel

HEAD OFFICE

(Barrels up to 30" tall)
Member of BBB

* SPECIAL CARGO RATES *
Destination
Antigua
Dominica
Grenada
St Vincent
St Kitts
Barbados
St Lucia

Reg Service
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$120/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel

Express
$130
$130
$130
$130
$150
$130
$130

We also deliver empty barrels!

Our NEW YORK OFFICE
5185 Timberlea Blvd is now opened at:
TEL: 905-290-1946 Queens Logistics Centre
186-10 Jamaica Ave,
TOLL FREE: 1-866-881-5433
NY 11423
Tel: 866-861-5933
Georgetown Office
236-237 David St Kitty,
Tel: 592-227-2969

DOOR TO GATE IN
GUYANA - $120

Areas not covered in Guyana:
Parika Backdam, Linden, Inner
Canje, Black Bush Polder, Beyond
Skeldon, Mara and Cane Grove.

Weʼre the first Canadian Shipper to cross the border.
We guarantee service thatʼs second to none.
Our prices are the best in the business.

Tractors to Guyana
Pick Up Trucks
Full Containers
Barrels

- from US $1000
- from US $1500
- from US $3400
- from US $50

Regular Service: 4-6 weeks delivery • Express Service: 3-4 weeks delivery • We deliver empty barrels/crates in the GTA
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GRENADA
Tel #473-435-1545
Contact: Valda
KINGSTON, JAMAICA
Tel # 876-456-2944
Contact: Kimberly
MONTEGO BAY, JAMAICA
Tel #876-294-1712
#876-347-7939
Contact: Sabrina
ST. KITTS
Tel #869-465-5320
Contact: Janice
ST. LUCIA - CASTRIES
Tel#758-459-0675
Contact: Spence
ST. LUCIA - VIEUX FORT
TEL #758-454-5383
Contact: Vacacie
TRINIDAD
Tel #868-221-3905
Contact: Paul
ST. VINCENT
TEL #784-457-2547

CARIBBEAN ISLAND
FOOD MARKET

Tel: (416) 746-1592
3432 Weston Rd
(South of Finch)

Tel: 416-901-7797
WESTWOOD
SUPERMARKET

680 Rexdale Blvd, Suite 12
(at Humberwood Blvd)

Specializing In All West Indian Groceries, Tropical Fruits & Vegetables, Guyanese and Caribbean Fishes &
Seafoods, Halal Chicken, Ducks & Meats, Fresh Breads & Pastries, Spices & Condiments, Health & Medicinal
Products, West Indian Drinks & Juices, Snacks & Confectionery, Dried Canned & Packaged Foods, Soaps &
Cleaning Supplies, Body Care Products, Hindu Religious Supplies... and Much Much More.

Wanted

Full Time
Butcher/Meat Cutter
Experience no barrier
Will train if necessary
Call 416-746-1592

ALL MEAT HALAL • NUF NUF IN-STORE SPECIALS • SPECIALS TO November 3, 2020
PUJA FLOWERS

FULL RANGE OF DRIED FRUITS FOR
BAKING, COOKING SWEET DISHES SUCH
AS KHEER & MAKING VARIOUS DESSERTS

Low Price

AVAILABLE

Low Price

$799

(Weekly from Guyana)

GOUDAS YELLOW
SPLIT PEAS

MR GOUDAS RICE

WIRI WIRI PEPPER

$899 Lge bag

$1199

Low Price

MR GOUDAS
CONDENSED MILK

NUPAK BLACK-EYED PEAS

CARDBOARD BARRELS

2/$500

$1499 Lge bag

$1500 each

GOUDAS CHICK PEAS

$1850 Lge bag
GUYANA PRIDE
VERMICELLI

FRESHLY FROZEN
KATAHAR/CHATAIGNE

RADHA KRISHNA GHEE

$129 each

PUJA ITEMS
FISHES
Arriving Fresh from the Caribbean Twice Weekly

FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Arriving Fresh from the Caribbean Twice Weekly
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UP TO

%^ APR

60

PURCHASE
FINANCING

MO.

ON SELECT NEW 2020 FORD SUVs

+

ELIGIBLE CUSTOMERS GET A

1,500 BONUS

$

TRADE-IN

*

ON ALL NEW 2020 EDGE MODELS

FIND OUT MORE AT FORDTO.CA
VEHICLE(S) MAY BE SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT. DEALER MAY SELL OR LEASE FOR LESS. LIMITED TIME OFFERS. OFFERS ONLY VALID AT PARTICIPATING DEALERS. RETAIL OFFERS MAY BE CANCELLED OR CHANGED AT ANY TIME WITHOUT NOTICE. SEE YOUR FORD DEALER FOR COMPLETE DETAILS OR CALL THE FORD CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP CENTRE AT 1-800-565-3673. FOR FACTORY
ORDERS, A CUSTOMER MAY EITHER TAKE ADVANTAGE OF ELIGIBLE RAINCHECKABLE FORD RETAIL CUSTOMER PROMOTIONAL INCENTIVES/OFFERS AVAILABLE AT THE TIME OF VEHICLE FACTORY ORDER OR TIME OF VEHICLE DELIVERY, BUT NOT BOTH OR COMBINATIONS THEREOF. RETAIL OFFERS NOT COMBINABLE WITH ANY CPA/GPC OR DAILY RENTAL INCENTIVES, THE COMMERCIAL UPFIT
PROGRAM OR THE COMMERCIAL FLEET INCENTIVE PROGRAM (CFIP).^ UNTIL NOVEMBER 30, 2020, RECEIVE 0% APR PURCHASE FINANCING ON NEW 2020: EDGE TITANIUM, EXPLORER PLATINUM, AND F-350 SUPER DUTY LARIAT WITH GAS ENGINE FOR UP TO 60 MONTHS, OR 2020: ECOSPORT SE, ESCAPE TITANIUM, RANGER LARIAT, AND F-150 SUPERCAB OR SUPERCREW LARIAT 502A WITH
2.7L GAS ENGINE FOR UP TO 72 MONTHS TO QUALIFIED RETAIL CUSTOMERS, ON APPROVED CREDIT (OAC) FROM FORD CREDIT CANADA COMPANY. NOT ALL BUYERS WILL QUALIFY FOR THE LOWEST INTEREST RATE. EXAMPLE: $57,939 PURCHASE FINANCED AT 0% APR FOR 60/72 MONTHS, MONTHLY PAYMENT IS $965.65/$804.71, COST OF BORROWING IS $0 (RDPRM REGISTRATION AND
RELATED FEES UP TO $52 IN QUEBEC) AND TOTAL TO BE REPAID IS $57,939 (UP TO $57,991 IN QUEBEC). NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL OF CREDIT BY FORD CREDIT. NOTE THE AMOUNT USED HEREIN IS ONLY AN EXAMPLE AND NOT THE ACTUAL SALE PRICE OF A VEHICLE. TAXES PAYABLE ON FULL AMOUNT OF PURCHASE PRICE. ALL PURCHASE FINANCE OFFERS
INCLUDE FREIGHT AND AIR TAX CHARGES BUT EXCLUDE OPTIONS, GREEN LEVY (IF APPLICABLE, AND EXCEPT IN QUEBEC), LICENSE, FUEL FILL CHARGE, INSURANCE, DEALER PDI (EXCEPT IN QUEBEC), PPSA (NOT APPLICABLE IN QUEBEC), RDPRM REGISTRATION AND RELATED FEES UP TO $52 (ONLY IN QUEBEC), ADMINISTRATION FEES (EXCEPT IN QUEBEC), AND TAXES. ALL PRICES ARE BASED
ON MANUFACTURER’S SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE.* PROGRAM IN EFFECT FROM OCTOBER 1, 2020 TO NOVEMBER 30, 2020 (THE “PROGRAM PERIOD”). TO QUALIFY, CUSTOMER MUST, DURING THE PROGRAM PERIOD, TRADE IN THEIR VEHICLE THROUGH A FORD DEALERSHIP BY TURNING IN A 2016 MODEL YEAR OR OLDER VEHICLE, WHICH HAS BEEN PROPERLY REGISTERED/PLATED OR INSURED
FOR THE LAST 3 MONTHS (THE “CRITERIA”). ELIGIBLE CUSTOMERS WILL RECEIVE $1,000 TOWARDS A NEW 2020: ESCAPE (EXCLUDING S), FUSION OR ECOSPORT; $1,500 TOWARDS A NEW 2020: MUSTANG (EXCLUDING SHELBYTM GT350/500 MUSTANG), EDGE, EXPLORER, RANGER, TRANSIT (EXCLUDING STRIPPED CHASSIS AND CUTAWAYS), OR TRANSIT CONNECT; $2,500 TOWARDS A NEW
2020: EXPEDITION, F-150 (EXCLUDING F-150 RAPTOR, F-150 SUPERCAB OR SUPERCREW XL WITH DIESEL ENGINE), OR F-250 TO F-550 (EACH AN “ELIGIBLE VEHICLE”). BRONCO, BRONCO SPORT, E-SERIES, FORD GT, ALL STRIPPED CHASSIS AND CUTAWAYS, AND F-650 TO F-750 ARE NOT ELIGIBLE FOR THIS OFFER. TAXES PAYABLE AFTER INCENTIVE AMOUNT IS DEDUCTED. TO QUALIFY: (I)
CUSTOMER MUST, AT THE TIME OF THE ELIGIBLE VEHICLE SALE, DEMONSTRATE TO THE DEALER / PROVIDE THE DEALER WITH SUFFICIENT PROOF OF CRITERIA AND A SIGNED ORIGINAL OWNERSHIP TRANSFERRING HIS/HER VEHICLE TO THE AUTHORIZED DEALER; AND (II) THE ELIGIBLE VEHICLE MUST BE PURCHASED, LEASED, OR FACTORY ORDERED DURING THE PROGRAM PERIOD. LIMIT ONE
(1) INCENTIVE PER ELIGIBLE VEHICLE SALE. RETAIL OFFERS NOT COMBINABLE WITH OTHER PRIVATE/TARGETED OFFERS. ©2020 FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Better savings start here

FISH FROM GUYANA

Lower your premiums when you insure both
your car and home with us.

Buy Directly from the Importer and Save Big
Lowest Prices on the Market – Guaranteed

Stop in, call or click to get a quote today.

Sherry A Harrikissoon Ins Agcy Inc
Sherry A Harrikissoon, Agent
13311 Yonge St Unit 103
Richmond Hill ON L4E 3L6
905-773-9782

Certain conditions, limitations and exclusions may apply.

1201717CN.1

Fish and Shrimp Caught in the Atlantic
Bangamaree (Fine, Fillet & Headless), Red Snapper, Catfish, Cuirass, Sea
Trout, Smoked Catfish, Cuffum, King Fish, Mackerel and Grey Snapper.

Desjardins Insurance refers to Certas Home and Auto Insurance Company, underwriter of automobile and
property insurance or Desjardins Financial Security Life Assurance Company, underwriter of life insurance
and living benefits products.
Desjardins, Desjardins Insurance and related trademarks are trademarks of the Fédération des caisses Desjardins du
Québec, used under licence.

Contact: Mobile: 647-218-6967 • 416-769-2914 (after hours) or Paul: 416-450-3570

Need A Mortgage? Call Kamla First

Your Mortgage Professional! 416-505-9583
-

Residential Mortgages
1st & 2nd Mortgages
Mortgage Renewals
Private Funding
Financial Consulting

Experiencing Some Financial Challenges?
Then The Moment Is Now:
Refinancing - Home Equity Line Of Credit - Debt Consolidation

• No Credit, Any Credit! • First Time Buyers! • New To Canada!
Call Kamla for more details…

Indranie (Kamla) Shivnath
Mortgage Agent
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Dir: 416-505-9583

5200 Finch Ave. E. Unit 306, Scarborough, ON M1S 4Z5
Email: kamla4@hotmail.com
*Some Conditions Apply
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COMMUNITY CONNECTION

Death of conversation: Living in our own bubble

By Dhanpaul Narine
telephone kiosks with the slots for coins have faded
e are in our own bubble. We are disconnected,
away as the latest smartphones hit the market. But
twittered, and photo-shopped. In our world of
there are questions of privacy. How safe are we with
OMG, LMAO, GTG, and WTF, we are by ourselves voice recorders, cameras, and instant messaging?
in a group, oblivious of the world around us. Our universe
Despite the drawbacks, studies have found that
has shrunk to texts, emails, Snapchat, WhatsApp, Facebook,
the smartphone and its apps could be beneficial
Instant Messaging, and Skype, and we communicate without
to society. One study states that, “[In] developing
lifting our eyes from the small screen.
countries every ten extra mobile phone per 100
Conversation has become a thing of the past. Face-to-face
people increase the rate of growth of GDP-perinteraction, uninterrupted by a hand-held device, is to be
person by more percentage point-by say, drawing
mourned. Quality talk is
people into the banking
dead. The planet of the
system.”
apps has taken over. We
Asian countries were
are witnessing human
running away with the
The Revolution is in our living rooms
devolution, according to
Internet, and the result
and it is digitised!
some observers.
was felt in the booming
There’s inbox, outbox, and drop box,
The news travels
economies of the region.
with miles of cables, sockets and dockets
with the speed of
These included countries
And endless satellite links,
lightning. There are
such as Taiwan, Japan,
to display websites in their thousands.
touch-tones, video
and South Korea, with
links, instant messaging,
China not far behind.
We spend hours on search engines,
laser displays, satellite
But Africa has played
drowned in the world of instant:
conferencing, robotic
‘catch up’ with remarkable
Replays, messaging, facetime and skype,
doctors performing
speed, and it is rapidly
and there’s zillions of apps
complicated surgeries,
expanding its smartphone
To immerse us in a new vocabulary.
and the most
capability. The continent
We’ve become dumb on smart:
breathtaking of them all,
sees itself as the fastest
phones, laptops, games, texts,
the smart phone.
growing market for
You’ve got mail, podcasts and headphones
The information is at
mobile phones. During
that shut us from the world,
is that most Japanese access the Internet using their phones
our fingertips and it is
the years 2000 to 2010,
Where search, post, and send is a click.
rather than their personal computers. Since the majority of
driven by the ubiquitous
smartphones grew by 30 percent
Japanese use trains to go to work, it affords them the time to
and unpretentious
in Africa, when compared to the
Yes, the Revolution is digitised
do business on the web, to play games, and network.
applications or apps.
previous ten years.
We’re hooked up, addicted, uneducated,
One of the biggest users of smartphones is China with
There are several
The rise of the smartphone poses
Standing in corners by ourselves
a market of 240 million and this is expected to reach half a
networks that install
questions about the development of
With busy fingers, beckoning internet apnea.
billion by the end of 2020. The US has a user population of 150
apps with remarkable
apps to run them. One view is that
million. Once the Great Firewall is lifted, the apps competition
finesse to keep us
the efforts to develop apps should
So, let’s slide to disconnect,
will burst at the seams for the Chinese market. India boasts
connected. We are
be made relevant to the needs of the
to free the monster
the ‘big bang’ in smartphone use and was Asia’s fastest growing
overwhelmed and
continent. Some of the key providers
and reclaim the inner space,
smartphone market in the first quarter of 2018.
saturated by choices,
such as Nokia, Samsung, Blackberry,
with affirmations,
One cannot discount usage in Singapore and Hong Kong
and whether we accept it
and Tecno are taking account of this
where we can breathe again,
where over 60 percent of the population has smartphones. One
or not, we are living on
view.
walk in the park, read,
of the drawbacks to this technology is addiction. The addiction
the planet of the apps.
South Africa is the largest
and listen to the birds.
to social media and video downloading is seen as a disorder
In 2007, Steve Jobs had
smartphone market, followed by
Let’s disconnect to connect!
and psychiatrists are working to have them listed in the
a vision; he revealed to
Tanzania, Nigeria, and Kenya. The
manuals. Treatment centres have been set up in South Korea,
us that the smartphone
launch
of
Uber
in
South
Africa
is
Dhanpaul Narine
China, Taiwan, and Singapore.
would change the world.
seen as an exciting innovation. This
The millions of apps and smartphones have drowned out
He has been proven
app puts transportation at one’s
real conversations and relationships. They have changed us;
correct millions of times over.
fingertips. As far as the future is concerned, it is expected that
when we are with each other we can’t resist being busy on
The smart phone has invaded our lives. It has taken over
the rising consumer class in Africa will create the market that
Facebook, and other feeds. We shake hands without making
privacy and is shaping society in a way that few would have
will define the role of app developers.
eye contact. We sit through college lectures playing with our
imagined ten years ago. The statistics are worrying. The
Asia has had the lead in smartphone technology. The
phones. We are wired, we block out the world. It is our new
average smart phone has over 40 apps and “each day new
major online retailers say that more than 60 percent of their
reality. One way out of this is to put away the smart phones,
mobile devices are activated than there are children born
purchases are from Asia, especially Japan. The messaging app
and other forms of social media, for one day each week.
into the world”. Researchers have found that over 1.3 million
LINE has more than 100 million users in Asia, and more than
As a start, it would be great to find out who your
Android devices are activated each day. What this means is
ten percent are Japanese. When the mobile carrier Domeco
neighbours are, and greet them with a smile. It could lead to a
that in the space of 24 hours, four times as many smart phones
entered the market, customers had to pay about (US) $3 per
wonderful conversation.
are set up than babies are born.
month to use it. Why was Domeco so popular? The answer
Once a smart phone is activated it keeps us busy. The
average person checks his or her smart phone at least 150
times a day. The apps are checked daily for around 130
minutes, while surfing the web and checking and sending
emails, take up a big chunk of time. The smart phone has
Pandit Krishna Sukul who resides in Scarborough, Ontario,
around 45 apps that are used regularly, but how many apps are
is appealing to the community for urgent assistance to help
in existence?
save the life of his 54-year old wife Satwattie Sukul.
According the latest figures, the number of apps that are
She is suffering from kidney failure with both of her
in the US, including Apple and Google versions, amount to
kidneys
functioning at only five percent efficiency.
a staggering 1.5 million. There are 750,000 of these in the
She
is
on peritoneal dialysis and has to do exchanges four
Apple App Store, and about 450,000 of them have never been
times
every
day, which is done at home.
downloaded. The life of an app can be short and swift as one
She
has
completed
all the required medical examinations
in every four is discarded, after its first use.
at
the
Scarborough
General
and St Michael’s Hospital, and is
While the use of apps in social media is widespread, it
currently
on
a
waiting
list
for
a kidney.
is in the gaming industry that the apps have made their
The estimated waiting period is between two to five years,
presence felt. In the last year, apps in the gaming industry have
accounted for nearly 50 percent of usage. The figures for social
but with her kidney function deteriorating rapidly, urgent help
media are not as high as one might think. The apps that are
is needed for a transplant of one kidney.
used in social media are around 26 per cent.
Her blood group is ‘O’, which is considered a priority, but in
We live in an age in which health and wellness matter. One
the absence of a donor with this blood type, any other type of
would have thought that there would be an explosion of apps
donor would be accepted.
that relate to health issues, but surprisingly, these apps account
The doctors indicated that anyone can live happily with
for only one per cent of the media content.
one kidney, and that a donor would be tested medically to
It is estimated that by the end of 2020, there will be about
ensure that there would be no complications before accepting
two billion smartphones that are connected and around two
a donation. Several individuals have done this type of
Satwattie Sukul
billion apps would be downloaded. This means that there will
procedures before and they are living a normal life.
be an app for almost everything.
Pt Sukul is making this earnest appeal for anyone who might be in a position to help save the life of
This abundance of technology may not be the panacea
his
wife.
to cure all ills. One of the drawbacks is that the apps have
He
may be contacted at (416) 267-5038, or through his sister Rajmini at (905) 783-0459.
created a sense of dependency. We feel lost without them. The
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Wordsworth McAndrew: ‘Meche Meche, Ol’ Higue, and Cook-up Rice!’
By Dhanpaul Narine
he speck of a curved moon sent the village into
its own sense of rapture. The clouds soon parted.
Moonlight was like day and the village assumed a
sense of purpose and anticipation. The lone radio beckoned
the people to meet and share stories. Folk tales were spun
into fantastic webs: spiders spoke and the lang lady hid in the
bushes as Black Sam held court with his jumbie stories.
The Murphy radio was plugged into the Berec dry cell
battery and the magic hour would soon approach. But first
there were the last-minute chores to finish. Chandra washed
the wares at the standpipe, Neighbour Charles put the fowls in
the pen, and Aunt Adela had to fix her hair. The children were
told to wash their ‘hand and foot’, but why was Mother Hackett
taking so long? Doesn’t she know that the radio waits for no
one? It turns out that she was stitching the button in a shirt
with a flickering jug lamp.
It was now 6:30 and all attention was turned to the aged
Murphy. There was a jingle and then he came on with ‘Creole
Meche Meche.’ The children chorused as the singers went
into: ‘Mushe tambrin, cherry doma, tekay you fall down
cherry doma, me say tekay you fall down.’ The warm voice of
Wordsworth McAndrew greeted his listeners.
“Wonder what he will say now,” said Black Sam, who
thought that his stories were just as good. But Wordsworth
was unique. He dug deep into the soul of the village and
transported his audience from bottle lamps into the land of
believe where the ethnography was authentic Guyanese.
Wordsworth had his audience under his spell. In the
language of the village, of rice and cane farmers, of the middle
classes in the towns, he told their stories with unabashed relish.
He ventured into the forests as well, and the Kanaima, dragons
and demons upriver invaded the sleepy huts with their magical
spells. Wordsworth distilled and unleashed his extraordinary
storytelling gifts to bring all the peoples of Guyana together.
Today the wicked will attack the innocent. Who hasn’t heard of
Ol’ Higue, that old woman with the wrinkled skin?
Wordsworth began to read the latest installment. Chandra
ran to get the pepper and salt. No Ol’ Higue is coming to her
logie tonight. Aunt Adela wanted to know where they left the
chalk from the last time. The baby next door did look pale
yesterday, said Neighbour Charles, and everyone looked at
Mother Hackett, who turned her face away. Oh, my God, Aunt
Adela groaned. Wordsworth lowered his voice and a pin wasn’t
allowed to drop. He was a baritone beckoning a familiar note:

T

Ol’ woman wid de wrinkled skin
Leh the ol’ Higue wuk begin
Put on your fiery disguise, Ol’ woman
wid de weary eyes
Shed your swizzly skin
In your dutty powder gown. Next
day school children flock you round.
“Ol’ Higue, Ol’ Higue,” dey hollerin out
tek it easy hold you mout
Doan leh dem find you out.
By this time Wordsworth had his audience in contemplative
meditation. The children held on to each other as the silence

motorbike killed him? Well, they said his soul didn’t find any
rest. One night a stranger slept in the house and complained
that someone was pulling his leg. He saw a man by his bed and
the description fit that of Bascom. Wonder what McAndrew
will make of that!”
Thirty years passed like a fluffy cloud over a pink moon.
Bottle lamps gave way to the neon bulbs of New York City.
People moved on with their lives and so did Wordsworth. In
1992 he sat by himself at a New York Conference and looked
surprised that people should recognise him. Wordsworth
settled in Richmond Hill in New York, and it was here that we
met. We explored the treasure house of the past. He explained
that, “in Creole Meche Meche, the culture of the village was
brought into to the national spotlight and it included all
Guyanese”.
But what about Ol’ Higue? Wordsworth laughed, “I used to
meet mothers that could not sleep at nights fearing a visit from
the old lady.”
Wordsworth was fired in the 1970s for
wearing
slippers to work at GBS radio
Newlyweds Rosie & Wordsworth, 1970
station. He explained, “[They] wanted
was broken by rasp of the six o’clock bees.
credentials boy, credentials. Things were
But where there is swizzly skin there has
changing. There was a new outfit in town.”
to be consequences. Daylight is coming
He wore a dashiki at his wedding, and
and Ol’ Higue has to make a run for it, but
was proud of it, and rode with his bride to
Wordsworth has a surprise as no sin goes
the church on a bicycle – that was unheard
unpaid.
of at the time.
Wordsworh was proud to live in
‘Whaxen! Whaxen! Plai!
Richmond Hill, where he could taste the
You gwine pay fo you sins befo you die
culture of his people. The aloo curry, dhal,
Lash she across she head.
and cook-up rice, and coconut choka were
You suck me baby till um dead?
his favourite, and we would eat at the local
Whaxen! Whaxen! Plai!
‘cookshop’.
Wordsworth McAndrew
Time passed and Wordsworth’s health
The clock strikes seven and the last strains of the ‘Meche
began to fail. He would still shop at the corner store, but the
Meche’ drifts into space. The village must take stock of itself.
night job as a proofreader in Manhattan took a toll on him.
Does Ol’ Higue really exist? Is it all imagination and why is
We met one last time and his sight was getting poor. I told him
some stewing their teeth? But wait, Mother Hackett is nowhere that when I was a student at the University of Guyana, we had
to be seen. In the morning they will put it to the test. The sun
to study his poems and he smiled. He was in good spirits with
is hot and Mother Hackett’s hut is daubed with chalk and rice
that winning laugh. An organisation wanted to name ‘this and
is in the pathway. Can she walk over? Mother Hackett began to that’ in his honor, but he wasn’t interested.
tremble.
Wordsworth has ascended to a place where poets and
“Oh, me God she can’t. Keep the baby away,” they said. But
folklorists live. They weave their special tales of magic and
Mother Hackett had the last word.
myth that we mortals turn into ‘meche meche’.
“Just acting to see what they will do,” she said. “That was no
acting she couldn’t walk over the rice,” said Cousin Doris.
Wordsworth, the airwaves beckon
Ol’ Higue lives to see another day!
Put on your dashiki, ride your bicycle
The following night it was the turn of Black Sam. He
Lift your head high and sing
claimed to be better than Wordsworth. Black Sam was the
The meche meche is about to begin!
jumbie king. Aunt Adela seemed to have heard them before,
but tonight Black Sam had some new ones. Old Bahadur died
In your hands you held a nation
and left a bunch of bananas on a tree.
Of all races, class and color,
“After his funeral the bananas fell off the bunch one after
You touch their inner soul
the other. Bahadur could be seen sitting by the tree at nights
Plai! Plai! Leaving politicians in the cold
feeding the cats.”
As if by some command, a ripe mango fell on the zinc roof
Wordsworth, the angels watch over you now
and everyone scattered. The next day a “lil boy ate one of the
Wait! Is that Ol’ Higue taking a bow?
bananas and get gastro”.
Whaxen! Whaxen! The baby begins to laugh
Black Sam continued, “Remember Bascom and how the
Rest my friend, soon we’ll have another gyaff.

Jailall receives Pakaraima Literary Award... outdoors

T

he onset of Covid-19 has caused great inconvenience
to many annual events. This year’s Pakaraima literary
celebration was no exception. It was initially planned
in a restaurant in Pickering, but soon had to be hosted in a
beautiful retreat-like backyard in Richmond Hill. It was all
made possible through the generous support of Cliff and
Bhano Rajkumar, who stepped in to support Pakaraima in its
time of need.
The founder of Pakaraima Writers, Janet Naidu, had this
vision to create a space for Guyanese and Caribbean writers
and artists 15 years ago, to showcase their works as well as
provide necessary guidance to get published. Over the years,
there have been many success stories with authors achieving
published works, participation at the Guyana Independence
Festivals, and many other get-togethers to keep the
consciousness of writers and poets in the Guyanese Canadian
community together with friends of the Caribbean. The group
ensured that Covid-19 measures were fully executed.
The event was especially convened to deliver the third
Pakaraima Literary Award to Peter Jailall, Mississauga Poet
Laureate and former school teacher in Guyana and Canada.
Jailall graciously accepted this recognition for his longstanding
contributions in literature and the arts by saying he will
cherish this award and place it among his books! He has a
number publications including Jottings, about Indigenous
school children in the rainforest of Guyana. He read from his
collection of poetry with such vibrancy, ranging from a variety
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of topics and gave such context to each poem!
A remarkable achievement of Pakaraima is to give voice
to new writers. Narendra Jailall read from his new novel
Watching from the Woods, a story for teenagers on nature and
growing up, but relevant to all with its varied themes of life.
Narendra sold copies of his book, and it could be found on
Amazon. He credits his dad, Peter Jailall, for his inspiration!
Cliff Rajkumar, an emerging poet, stole the hearts of the
attendees with his deeply philosophical poems on life. He has
accepted the tutelage and guidance of Pakaraima as inspiration
to get published soon. A special thanks to him and his family
for hosting the Pakaraima’s event, at a time of great need!
Janet Naidu, writer, poet, and educator, read poignantly
from her several works with a theme of unity, highlighting the
diversity of Guyana’s cultural identities, and with a voice of
empathy for those suffering from racism.
The event was emceed by Habeeb Alli, now the President
of Pakaraima, as well as Dr Sherry Itwaru, Professor of Liberal
Arts and Education at George Brown College and Brock
University. As the current President, Habeeb inspired the
audience with his passion for the written word. He looks
forward to the community supporting Pakaraima in its
forthcoming events.
Habeeb, a renowned poet, scholar, and educator, also read
from Janet Naidu’s Collection, Rainwater, and Shirley Najram,
Secretary of Pakaraima and author of a children’s book Layers
of the Rainforests, read the vote of thanks. The delicious

Poets Janet Naidu and Peter Jailall at the
celebratory Pakaraima event
refreshments were offered by kind sponsor Alimas Roti, and
the Rajkumars.
Special thank you Ken Singh of Atlas Cargo International
Freight Forwarding Inc for providing the award and continued
support. Pakaraima acknowledges the congratulatory video
message received from the Honorable MPP Sara Singh,
reminding us that as a poet and writer and of Guyanese
heritage – culture is very important.
So, to all poets and writers out there, keep writing your
stories!
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Art & Architecture: Symbols of spirituality in ancient India
...as to know one lump of clay, dear one
we come to know all things made out of clay –
that they differ only in name and form,
while the stuff of which all things are made, is clay...
... so through spiritual wisdom, dear one
we come to know that all life is One.
Chhandogya Upanishad (1,200 B.C.E.)

Harry Persaud was born on the West Coast
of Demerara, Guyana. He holds a PhD in
Anthropology, and has authored two books on his
Guyanese/Canadian experiences. He is a writer,
poet, and martial arts practitioner.

Symbolism
o comprehend Indian Art & Architecture encompasses
some understanding of the Indian mind; philosophy,
metaphysics, religion, and mysticism are endemic to
the total scheme of the Indian world view. Every aspect of
the Dharmic system is intertwined into a composite whole.
From the dawn of Indian civilisation, every effort was
made to experience life beyond empirical knowledge,
into the fundamental truth of the unity of it All. Art &
Architecture became definable maps showing pathways to
that alternate dimension of the non-material.
I travelled alone across northern India in the heat
of July stopping anywhere at nightfall, relying on the
hospitality of unpretentious local folks and inexpensive
hotels. I felt welcomed. I was always in a celebratory mode;
after all, this was the land of my ancestors for thousands
of years. I seemed to have a primordial memory of India; it
was familiar and gentle as the warmth of home. I unabashedly
took in the sight, sound, and taste of this ancient people. I felt
their pains and their joys, always looking for the extraordinary.
One of the many fascinating things about India is its art
forms and architectural designs. India’s structural designs
evidently, are extensions of the inner search of its people to
find harmony and balance in life. This is true of its gentleness
and its artistic creativity in both ancient and modern forms.
The Indian mind is not preoccupied with the square and
linearity as we are here in the West, which is demonstrated in
rectangular doorways, windows, and buildings. In the West,
time and space are measured as the before, here, and the
hereafter contained in measurable quantities, given specific
qualities, comparable to that which is already known. This, to
my mind, hampers the free flow and expression of creativity.
Hindu metaphysics, on the other hand, is deeply concerned
with infinity – the ‘beginningless’, endless, immutable
dimensions of reality. And Indian artists and builders have
always attempted to somehow express these notions in their
work. The zero was invented in India, probably to understand
the nature of time, where the beginning is the end and the
end is the beginning – the rationalisation that all things are
circular; the tides come and go, only to return, as indeed
the earth rotates, as it goes around the sun. Thus, Indian
artists and builders have used such imagery in their work for
millennia.
Places of worship were constructed based on the
constellation and the configuration of interstellar bodies,
which is why Astrology was so important in determining place
and direction of the erection of temples and monuments.
The quest for perfection was apparent to me as I curiously
examined and attempted to interpret Lord Shiva and His
Cosmic Dance in a temple at Varanasi. An elder devotee
explained that according to Hindu mythological art, Shiva’s
dance in the circle of fire is quintessentially the hallmark of the
science of Being.
This artwork represents Shiva standing on one foot in
perfect balance, the other raised, while He exhibits four arms.
The upper right arm holds a drum beating the creation of
time and space. In His left arm is the fire of the destruction
of that which is created: the birth and death of worlds (Lokas)
infinitely. The lower right arm signals to the aspirant, do
not be afraid, that everything in the universe despite the
apparent chaos, is balanced, and in harmony. The other hand
points down to His foot standing on a grotesque human
caricature showing imperfection, the ever present ego in all
of its darkness. The raised foot is a symbol of anti-gravity,
a separation from the world of space and time, the result of
creation and destruction; a dimension of liberation from the
illusive world.
Shiva’s dance reminds us of our infinity, which is completely
compatible with modern astrophysics. The dance of life is
perpetually playing in our consciousness to liberate us from
our spatio-temporal entrapment, while the name and form
of our existence want to hold on to the rotating wheel called
Samsara, moving from one state to another. This construct of
reality is extremely elegant and creative, and is the birthright
of every human to experience. It would seem that there is no
comparable artistic construct in the West, whether ancient or
modern, which facilitates such thought and vision.
Indian civilisation in its many parts, for instance religion,
science, art, architecture, and social system, is hardly
differentiated, that is to say, no part exists independently of
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Lord Shiva and
His Cosmic
Dance

Top-down
Kailash Temple in
Maharashtra carved
from one rock

the other. The essence of such a civilisation, therefore, could
only be understood when examined as a whole, expressed
particularly through its value system. It is in this area that
we come to know how a people grasp and deal with reality. It
should be noted that art (motifs, engraved panels, sculptures
of the many Deities, paintings, and so on) and architecture,
mainly in the forms of places of worship, monuments and
edifices, express the desire of aspirants for transformation and
transcendence.
How is all of this in some tangible way, expressed in art
and architecture as pathways to the world of spirituality?
It became apparent to me on a warm day in Sarnath, as I
took pictures of an antiquated temple on the bank of the Asi
river. The structure had several levels, each leading to the
one above by a narrow stairway, and finally to the roof. The
lower level was adorned with many stone sculptures (Murtis)
and paintings of the many Deities of Hinduism. At this level,
devotion to various Deities was celebrated with a frenzy, as if
the gods were absorbed into the very beings of worshippers.
The second level was represented by fewer devotees and
less icons; here Brahma, in all His majestic glory looked on,
it seems, to the far end of the universe, while Mantras were
solemnly chanted. At the upper level, on the terrace of the
temple was a lone Sadhu (initiate), who silently stared into
space. The builders of this temple were adepts of philosophy,
mysticism, depth psychology, mathematics, and engineering
all at once. The building catered to the needs of aspirants at
all levels, seeking wisdom of Consciousness, finding a single
truth through different pathways.
Hindus from ancient times have always contemplated a
world of detachment from the thousands of self-created wants
in life. The philosophy of neti neti – “not this, not that” –
alludes to this non-fixation to the temporal world. Buddhism
as an offshoot of Hinduism has espoused the philosophy of
non-attachment (nekkhamma). It is known that Buddhist
monks initially never stayed in a single place for long periods
of time in order to avoid attachment.
The fluidity of artistic design is endemic not only to
India but also to all of S.E. Asia under the influence of
‘Indianisation’ for 1,000 years. Prime examples of the flow

of artistic and architectural forms could be seen at Angkor
Wat, Prambanan, Borobudur, and the Mother temple in
Bali, ancient wonders I have discussed earlier in this series of
articles.
From the simple to the complex
All things follow the rules of their evolutionary potential.
Humans have developed dexterity and cranial capacity to
meet new challenges, devising systems to ensure their survival
and continuity. Out of instincts evolved intelligence and
awareness, as means to fully understand the natural forces
all around. All human cultures were initially simple with
limited capacity to know and to express knowledge in words.
In time, new discoveries were made and new challenges
offered opportunities for growth in language and social
systems. It is conceivable that some cultures under stable
circumstances adapted well to the natural environment.
India is one of those few archaic civilisations that had
an early jump-start in the advancement of thought and
complex social order. The land was most suitable for
human habitation; its many rivers, mountains and plains
located in mid-latitudes created variability and easy
adaptability.
India, like few other civilisations developed the unique
combination of mathematics and engineering know-how
with poetic idealism. Thus, fusing physical science with
abstract ideas are different in degrees, but not in kind. Every
stone in a temple bears significance to the whole; the builders,
however, understood that the whole is more than the sum of
its parts. In India, there was a conglomeration of the science
of Yoga, Aryuvedic Medicine, Metaphysics, Mysticism,
Philosophy, Art, and Architecture, in the establishment of the
fundamental truth of unity in diversity.
Divine Illusion
The dynamic, glamorous and triumphant achievements
of ancient and contemporary Hindu art; the wonderful,
energetic and fluid sculptures of Ajanta, Elora, Khajuraho, and
Elephanta, all bring to mind their mystical cosmic dimensions.
The mathematical precision and engineering of the “topdown” Kailash temple structure in the state of Maharastra
is incomparable worldwide, being carved out from the top
of a mountain downward. Lines curving back into circular
sensuality as demonstrated by heavenly Apsaras entice the
mind, yet transcendent in essence. The promise for physical
fulfilment by these voluptuous celestial nymphs also offer
avenues to escape the innumerable allurements and delusions
of life.
It is important to note that the deities are at once attractive
and seductive, but also merciless in their capacity to preoccupy
the mind with triviality. It is as if the Master Architects and
Artists wanted the seekers to find meaning and centreing
in a world of multiple distractions and confusion. Only
the chela (student), we are told, comes to grip with the
difference between the real and the unreal through proper
discrimination. As the aspirant becomes centred through
meditation, he or she becomes filled automatically with
sentiments of renunciation as he looks at the statues of
multiple gods and goddesses, and a host of secondary deities,
demons and demi-gods, saints, and sages.
The fluidity of Indian art, the depth of its interpretation is
like a free flowing river of inspiration, simple, yet complex. It
is my opinion that once edifices and other structures are seen
as symbols for transcendence, their true meanings become
apparent; one is no longer deluded by shapes and forms, but
understands the mathematical laws governing nature.
When a culture is deeply expressed through its art, craft,
and architecture, then there are practical means for its survival
and continuity. In such cultures artists and builders are
respected and commemorated with great reverence as keepers
of the tradition. In spiritual cultures, the temple, pagoda,
church, and mosque are seen as centres of regenerative powers
where believers can congregate to be in touch with the primal
force or God. Any disruption of the sanctity of such places is
to cut the link between the individual and his universe.
I left India with a sense that each monument is a
representation of something with deep spiritual underpinning.
I also understood why India is often considered as an intensely
religious country. Its people, for millennia, have sought ways of
transcending the mundane, looking for the profound, through
the many vortices of the mind. I felt insignificant standing next
to many megalithic structures, and intricate stone carvings
on my journey. I often wondered who were the builders and
sculptors to have created such masterpieces. My resolutions are
that I have witnessed the transformative and the transcendent
mindset of my ancestors, which became part of my collective
consciousness: multi-cultural, multi-ethnic and multidimensional.
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Wadhwani’s ’Twas the Night shines light on Diwali

J

Wadhwani’s Mithai Monster makes its debut in her
colourful, playful ’Twas the Night Before Diwali

ust in time for the Diwali season, a new, colourful and
playful book makes its way onto the children’s literary
scene.
’Twas the Night Before Diwali, written by Zenia Wadhwani
and illustrated by Manon Larivière, is a South Asian take on
the famous Christmas poem written in 1823, with a magical
character of its very own – this one likes mithai (Indian
sweets) instead of cookies!
Resonating with the times and speaking to the future,
this debut story gives children of diverse backgrounds the
opportunity to see themselves reflected in the books they read.
“We are living through such challenging and changing
times, and I felt I just had to do this project now, not only
for me, but for my daughter,” said Wadhwani, a long-time
advocate for literacy and emerging writers, and now first-time
author.
“There’s such a lack of diversity in children’s literature, and

while it’s getting better, there’s a long way to go. It’s important
for me to find and read enriching books to my daughter
that include people from different cultures celebrating their
traditions. It invites other children to experience stories as
windows, inviting them into a new culture,” she added.
“Wadhwani’s nimble rhythm and Larivière’s spirited
illustrations present ’Twas the Night Before Diwali as a
poetically and visually rich invitation to come inside, join
the fun, and savour the sweetness of it all,” said Gurbir Jolly,
Associate Professor, Children, Childhood and Youth Studies,
York University.
The 32-page story is a self-published passion project that
was originally inspired nine years ago when Wadhwani was
pregnant and staring at a large tray of mithai on Diwali. After
taking a playful photo, pretending she was about to devour it
all, she came up with the Mithai Monster character who makes
its debut in this book.

eloquent concern for the potential as well as the plight of the
Guyanese people. The crippling burden of foreign debt, and its
disturbing impact on human development, are highlighted, as
are problems faced by the country after 28 years of PNC rule.
Shouldering Antigua and Barbuda: The Life of V.C. Bird,
Paget Henry. As its charismatic labour leader, its first Chief
Minister, its first Premier, and first Prime Minister, V.C. Bird
dominated the political life of Antigua and Barbuda from 1939
to 1994. This is the first full-length biography of this great
political leader. It begins with a close look at the path of Bird’s
development as a man and as a politician. It examines the
major achievements and failures of Bird’s rule, the contours
that these positives and negatives outlined, and the indelible
traces left behind on the path of Antiguan & Barbudan history.
Indian-Caribbean Test Cricketers and the Quest for Identity,
Frank Birbalsingh. If West Indies Test cricket betrays divisive
values of race, class, and colour inherited from a colonial
history of plantation slavery and indenture, then it also reflects
a paradoxical power of resistance to this colonial legacy. This
book considers cricket’s capacity, at least, in reducing, if not
transcending, division through its focus on collective team
activity in the quest for identity.
Short and Sweet: A Collection of Guyanese Stories and Fables,
Robert J. Fernandes. This collection chronicles a way of life
that is unmistakably Guyanese. Robert Fernandes is a wellknown Guyanese adventurer and nature photographer, and
many of the stories were taken from his life’s experiences. They

provide fascinating
snapshots of the
Guyanese way of life,
and include a diverse
range of characters.
Fernandes breathes life
into the ever-changing
backdrop of his often
humourous and always
poignant stories.
River Dancer: New
Poems, Ian McDonald.
This new collection
emerges as “blood
emerges from a cut vein”, so the author describes the process
of writing them. This is his sixth collection in a literary career
that has gradually gained strength and recognition over the
years. In his 80s, his creativity, far from diminishing, reaches
a new level of inspiration. In this late flowering of new poems,
McDonald has added a significant dimension to his work. The
poems describe a full range of his experiences of love, sadness,
family, ordinary people, the places he has known and loved,
and above all, his wife’s garden, and the great Essequibo river,
the joys and bereavements and mysteries we all encounter, and
the daily wonders of his long life.
Hansib Publications’ email is info@hansibpublications.com;
its website is www.hansibpublications.com.

Hansib’s fall catalogue contains diasporic, Caribbean nuggets

A

review of Hansib Publications’ Autumn 2020 catalogue
uncovers remarkable nuggets of history, both about
the diaspora and the Caribbean region. With the
publishing house celebrating its 50th anniversary this year,
the catalogue is in itself an historical document that stands on
its own as evidence of the struggles by the Caribbean, and its
many peoples, not only for a voice, but for self-determination,
and independence.
Following are just a few of the many titles available in the
Autumn 2020 catalogue.
Forbidden Freedom: The Story of British Guiana, Cheddi
Jagan. First published in 1954, Dr Jagan’s ‘Story of British
Guiana’ appeared in the aftermath of the military intervention
that removed from office the democratically-elected
government of which he was Premier.
The People’s Progressive Party of Guyana, 1950-1992, An
Oral History, Frank Birbalsingh. A collection of interviews
with members (and opponents) of the party, and with
commentators who observed the party closely for a long time.
The USA in South America and Other Essays, Cheddi Jagan,
edited by David Dabydeen. This collection of essays begins
and ends with Cheddi Jagan’s revelation of political and
electoral corruption in Guyana, and his moving sense of the
plight of Guyanese people under the illegal regime of the PNC.
Cheddi Jagan: Selected Speeches, 1992-1994, edited by David
Dabydeen. A collection of speeches by Guyana’s then President
Cheddi Jagan. They testify to his integrity of vision and his

I

parked my stolen car a few houses away on the dark
end of the residential street and turned off the lights as
I had done for the past week during my stakeout. The
tinted windows kept me hidden from view while I waited.
Like clockwork, Warden Stevens backed out of his driveway at
eleven-thirty and drove toward the prison to start his midnight
shift.
As the leader of the Cutthroats prison gang, I had
confidential information that his Wolfdog kept vigil over the
home while his wife slept alone.
I used stealth in my black ninja outfit and night vision
glasses to scale the fence. I cut the electrical power and
telephone connection to disable the alarm.
I did not have to use my crowbar. The glass patio door at
the back of the house slid open at my touch. The warden had
forgotten to lock it before he left for work. I peered into the
semi-darkness of the house’s interior and listened for sounds.
I used latex gloves to pull out a raw juicy steak from a
plastic bag in my small backpack. I daubed it on the door’s
threshold, along the floor of the wooden deck, and dropped it
on the grass over the far side of the deck.
I crept into the house and closed the door to execute my
next plan of action. I pulled out the cutlery drawer, lifted it
over my head, and dropped it on the floor.
Fluid movements propelled me toward the door to slide it
open and sidestep behind the wall outside.
The thundering crash sent the dog hurtling down the stairs
with a low growl. The animal leaped through the open door
and followed the scent of the meat.
I darted into the house and slammed the door shut. After
locking it to keep the dog out, I tiptoed to the stairs and
strained my ears to detect movements from the warden’s wife
upstairs.
When I placed my foot on the first step, a click behind me
made me freeze. I swiveled my head around and stared in
horror at the door as it opened by itself, and the dog entered
with the steak hanging from its mouth.
I gasped in disbelief when the door closed behind the
animal and locked itself. Unease made me grab my crowbar
and tightened my grip when it approached me. In a nonthreatening manner, the dog laid the steak on the ground at
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my feet. The friendship gesture prompted
me to release the weapon and pat its head
with relief.
The dog followed me up the stairs and
into the master bedroom. The warden’s
wife was not in her bed. I tiptoed to the
other bedrooms, but my search revealed no
evidence of anyone else in the house.
I returned to the master bedroom and
found the safe at the location my inmate
sources had indicated. I did not need my
professional lock-picking kit. The careless warden had left the
key in the lock.
My little flashlight fell off my fingers when I opened the
safe. A mass of flies flew out of the safe, bumping into me and
buzzing wildly around the room. I snatched the flashlight off
the ground and shone it into the safe. The master key for the
prison, which I sought for the planned prison breakout, lay on
the steak that I had brought to the house. Yellow maggots with
red eyes crawled over and around it.
A hoarse chuckle behind me made the hair at the back of
my neck stand on end. I swung the flashlight in the direction
of the sound in time to see the Wolfdog slowly transform into
a tall, shapely woman with a broad grin that revealed sharp
teeth and long vampire-like canines. I yelped before her bloodred eyes paralysed me.
Realisation slammed me in the chest when I retraced the
recent history. The warden had planted the prison informant
in my gang to set me up for slaughter.
I fell backward in the agony of defeat. I had walked into a
trap without suspicion of the coincidences that led to my easy
escape. I viewed the carelessly unlocked doors of the prison
and the convenience of a car with keys in the ignition as good

Kamil
Ali

luck.
A sick feeling churned my stomach
when the warden’s snarling vampire-wife
advanced toward me. She had caught me
like a fly in a spider’s web.
The vampire’s icy fingers lifted me by
my collar and dragged me down two flights
of stairs to the basement of the house. She
slammed me into a cage, and I winced
with pain when she sunk her canines into
my jugular vein. The warden’s wife started
to drain my body of life-giving blood until I fainted from
weakness.
I regained consciousness with the blurred vision of the
warden’s smile. He explained that a vampire-werewolf had
bitten his wife, Annabella, during a tropical holiday. She had
developed the ability to shapeshift into a werewolf and use
her mind to control people and objects. He had to give her a
continuous supply of blood to keep her alive.
The warden said a steady stream of violent criminals had
been lured to the house and released back into the prison
system, where they remained sedate under his wife’s influence.
He had selected me because of my plans to spearhead a prison
breakout of vicious inmates. He released me and gave me a
blood-replenishing meal before driving me back to prison.
I met with my gang and told them I had failed to secure the
master key. Annabella spoke through me when she picked the
most violent gang member to attempt the same feat. We set the
props in motion, including Annabella’s car outside the prison
with the key in the ignition.
I recognised and felt a kinship with all of Annabella’s
victims. She had synchronised our thoughts, and we reacted as
one unit whenever she commanded us to do her bidding.
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Trust appeals to keep pride in Lion House

A CUTTING RESPONSE: Columbus’ statue, now
minus its hands, gazes down on a City handyman
clearing debris after a freak storm in Port-of-Spain.

Nature’s handiwork inflicts
more damage on Columbus

Port-of-Spain – The statue of Christopher Columbus in
southeast Port-of-Spain was further damaged by a falling tree
during a freak storm earlier this month. The media in Trinidad
reported, somewhat whimsically, that it appeared Nature was
now taking its turn defacing the statue, which has seen ongoing
vandalism due to its association with colonialism.
Last week after City employees began clearing up the debris, it
was discovered the statue was missing both hands. It could have
been either the hands were broken off by the tree’s branches; or
that it could have been deliberately severed, since the break did
not appear consistent with falling tree limbs.
During an earlier act of vandalism, the sword attached to the
statue was removed, and is believed stolen.
Port-of-Spain Mayor Joel Martinez could not confirm whether the City would repair the damaged statue. The statue is 119
years old, and is in poor physical condition; it is also splattered
with red paint from an earlier, symbolic act of vandalism.
In June the activist group the Cross Rhodes Freedom Project,
headed by Shabaka Kambon, together with the indigenous
group Warao Nation, delivered a petition with over 8,000
names in opposition to the statue standing in Port-of-Spain.
The move coincided with a wave of protests around the world
against monuments associated with colonialism, racism, and the
Transatlantic slave trade.
Martinez discussed the issue with his council, but later
announced the decision to withdraw interest. He said the matter would be directed to the central government, as it constituted
a “national issue”, and did not affect only nationals living in and
around Port-of-Spain.

Call for UNC elections

Port-of-Spain – Former UNC Senator, Devant Maharaj last
week expressed an interest in contesting the party’s internal elections now constitutionally due, he said.
Maharaj made his intention clear in a letter to UNC chairman, Peter Kanhai, saying the last internal election the party
held was in 2017. It meant elections to appoint a political leader
and a National Executive are
now both due, he declared.
Maharaj has been leading a campaign calling on
Opposition Leader, and head
of the UNC, Kamla PersadBissessar, to resign. He started making the call, and putting up billboards across the
country, following the UNC’s
defeat at the August 10 polls.
He also indicated he has
multiple concerns about the
internal elections, saying with
the ongoing Covid-19 restricDevant Maharaj
tions, provisions have to be
made ahead of time for safety from potential infection.
Said Maharaj: “[One] one would hate to think that an obsession with remaining in power might lead to a hastily called
election without ensuring proper arrangements are in place to
stop the spread of Covid-19. This is especially important given
the context of the Public Health Regulations, which may limit
the number of persons in polling stations to the detriment of
the electoral process.”
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Port-of-Spain – The National Trust of Trinidad and Tobago the property to create a dossier on the building, which is one of
is appealing for the historic but dilapidated Lion House in the prerequisites to listing as a Property of Interest.
Chaguanas to be restored. According to reports in the media,
Lion House is the only building of its kind in the Western
the Trust said it had reached out to the owners of the property Hemisphere, the Trust has declared.
to discuss options.
It was designed and built by the late Pundit Capildeo
Lion House is on the Trust’s Heritage Asset Inventory, which between 1924-1926, and is the standing memorial to the indenidentifies sites that are
tured Indian immigrants
worthy of national recog– 120,000 of whom came
nition and preservation.
to Trinidad between 1845
“The National Trust is
and 1917.
confident that there are
It was called Anand
patriotic members of the
Bhavan or the Mansion of
national community, and
Bliss, and has been many
international diaspora,
things to many people in
who, with the support of
its early history, the media
the Chaguanas Borough
reported last week.
Corporation, would come
The house was a meetforward to assist in restoring place for travellers from
ing the house,” it said last
all over Trinidad passing
week.
through Chaguanas, and
It added: “The National
an early community cenTrust is committed to
tre for the residents of
provide any expert advice
Chaguanas and surroundand guidance so that the
ing areas.
restoration can be done
In 1991, the property
Lion House in Chaguanas, central Trinidad
in an authentic manner.
came under the principal
Ensuring that the built and natural heritage of our country is control of attorney Surendranath Capildeo, grandson of Pundit
preserved for future generations to understand our history is Capildeo. Surendranath made two attempts to restore the builda core mandate of the National Trust. The Lion House is an ing between 1991-1993, and then again in 1995.
important part of this national legacy.”
It is reported that the firm Colin Laird and Associates was
The concern over the deteriorating Lion House has been retained to advise and supervise the project, which had been
ongoing. In March, 2019, the Trust recognised that the prop- contracted to EWAC & Co Ltd with Glen Espinet in charge of
erty was privately owned, which meant legal permission was restoration.
required for any other organisation or individual to restore it.
However, the restoration was incomplete, with the deterioraIt also noted the Trust requires formal permission to access tion and neglect of the building ongoing.

Hosein: Rowley’s take on property tax misleading
Port-of-Spain – The UNC last week called on Prime Minister
Dr Keith Rowley to “tell the truth” about the impending implementation of the property tax. The call was made by BaratariaSan Juan Member of Parliament, Saddam Hosein, who said
Rowley made misleading statements during a PNM meeting in
Belmont last week.
At the meeting, Rowley
said the property tax would
not affect those who do
not own property. He said:
“Property tax is not onerous;
it’s a relatively small charge
spread across a large number
of people. It’s the commonest
tax across the world.”
In addition, “You have
to own the property to pay
the tax. There is provision in
the law where you are genuinely in hardship, that you
Saddam Hosein
get relief. Property tax will
identify the owners of property in this country: where they are,
where they are located, and what they are liable for. Because
there are hundreds of thousands of people in Trinidad and
Tobago that cannot properly account for where they live and
who they belong to.”
Following Rowley’s revelations, Hosein said the statements
were misleading and incorrect.
Said Hosein: “Had the Prime Minister taken some time to
get some legal advice before he opened his mouth, or bothered
to listen to the debates in Parliament regarding the property tax
law, he would have educated himself that persons who are not
the owners of land will be required to pay property tax.”
He added: “At Section 3 of the Property Tax Act, it clearly
states that the owner of land is defined as the owner or occupier of any land. During the debate on the Property Tax
(Amendment) Bill 2018 in the Senate, both Minister [Colm]
Imbert and Minister [Allyson] West, admitted that squatters
will be liable to pay property tax.”
Additionally, he noted the money collected from property
tax will not be used exclusively for local government, as Rowley
indicated.
Said Hosein: “Unlike most other countries, property tax
will not be collected by and used exclusively for local government. Under the present law, property tax will be collected by
the Board of Inland Revenue, the taxes paid will go into the
Consolidated Fund.”
He also noted: “At the Committee Stage of the Property Tax
(Amendment) Bill 2018 in the Senate, an amendment was proposed to the Property Tax Bill to allow for property tax to be

used exclusively to finance the operations of local government
bodies in Trinidad.”
Hosein added that Imbert did not at the time agree with the
amendment, and gave an undertaking to amend the law for at
least taxes collected on residential properties to be used by local
government bodies.
“He never fulfilled his
undertaking to amend the
law,” he said.
Said Hosein: “Minister
Imbert is fully aware of the
present state of the law, and
should have briefed the
Hon Prime Minister that
the property tax will not be
used solely for local government. I am disappointed by
Minister Imbert, as he sat by
and allowed Dr Rowley to
publicly embarrass himself.”
Keith Rowley
In his presentation of the
2020-2021 budget earlier this month, Imbert said the government was placing implementation of the property tax on the
table, and plans were underway to begin collection, starting
with residential properties, in the 2021 fiscal year.

T&T’s Ramnarine needs help

From Page 1
medical centre in south Trinidad. Earlier this year, he was hospitalised at the San Fernando General Hospital, where he spent
a week in the ICU, and two more weeks in the general ward.
He was fortunate “to come out alive”, he said. However, he
suffered damage to his heart due to the state of his kidneys.
Said Ramnarine: “When the kidneys are not working well,
your hormone system, which regulates blood pressure, has to
work harder to increase blood supply to the kidneys. When this
happens, your heart has to pump harder, which can lead to heart
disease.”
Owing to the deteriorating condition of his heart, Ramnarine
said he is unable to undergo a kidney transplant at this time. He
has since done multiple procedures to improve the health of his
heart to facilitate the kidney transplant.
“With no means of income due to my deteriorating health
and the lockdown of the entertainment industry... which I am a
part of, I am humbly seeking your support in order to continue
my fight to survive. I will continue to update everyone on my
progress as I remain positive that I will overcome this obstacle
and be able to survive,” he said.
For information on helping Ramnarine, kindly contact call,
text, or WhatsApp 1-201-762-4863.
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UK MP takes up cause of stranded T&T nationals
Rowley claims UNC set up address to UK Parliament

Port-of-Spain – When British MP Steve Baker spoke in the
UK Parliament calling on Trinidad and Tobago to repatriate
nationals, he was doing so on behalf of the Opposition United
National Congress, Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley claimed have stolen our money, and have it in Britain, and are in Britain, the Consulate General of Trinidad and Tobago, Miami; the
Consulate General of Trinidad and Tobago, New York; the
last week. Rowley was speaking at a PNM post-Budget meeting bring it back to justice in Trinidad and Tobago.”
Embassy of Trinidad and Tobago, Washington, DC; and, the
Late
last
week,
Baker
responded
to
the
criticism
leveled
in Belmont, north Trinidad.
Consulate General of Trinidad and Tobago, Toronto.
against
him
by
Rowley;
without
naming
anyone,
he
said
on
According to Rowley, Baker is
The ministry also responded to
Facebook:
“I
would
never
“an itinerant British MP”, who was
recent
criticisms that authorities are
have
imagined
that
showing
discovered and then deployed to
not
moving
fast enough to grant
some
simple
compassion
for
raise the issue in the UK Parliament
travel
exemptions
for those nationals
people
stuck
away
from
home
by UNC leader Kamla Persadwishing
to
return
home.
would
generate
so
much
conBissessar and Oropouche East
“Requests for exemption from
troversy. God bless you all.”
Member of Parliament Dr Roodal
border
closure measures received
Also
last
week,
the
Ministry
Moonilal.
from
Trinidad
and Tobago nationals
of
Foreign
and
Caricom
Said Rowley: “[Baker] ignore
at
Trinidad
and
Tobago Missions are
Affairs
said
funds
were
diswhat we have done, and what we
brought
to
the
immediate
attention
bursed
to
Trinidad
and
are doing for our people. He gone
of
the
Ministry
of
National
Security,
Tobago
nationals
abroad
who
inside the British Parliament to go
under
whose
responsibility
the consought
assistance
between
and raise issue about humanitarian
sideration
and
granting
of
these
the
last
week
of
August
and
conditions for Trinidad and Tobago
exemptions
fall,
”
it
said.
the
end
of
September.
It
said
citizens on behalf of the UNC, in
Additionally, “Nationals are also
that the High Commission
England, in the Parliament. So once
guided
to address their requests for
of
Trinidad
and
Tobago
in
again the UNC is prepared to nasty
exemption
directly to the Minister
London
disbursed
the
pound
up Trinidad and Tobago’s name and
of
National
Security, and to submit
sterling
equivalent
of
(US)
taking credit for it.”
their
applications
to the Ministry
$29,044.24
to
nationals
whose
Baker, the MP for Wycombe,
of
National
Security
e-mail address
applications
were
approved.
about 45 kilometres south east of
Steve Baker
Kamla Persad-Bissessar
dedicated
for
receiving
requests for
According
to
the
ministry,
London, asked the UK Parliament
exemption.
”
it
has
provided
almost
(US)
$206,000
(roughly
TT
$1.4
milto join in the call for Trinidad and Tobago to ensure that its
The Ministry also renewed its encouragement to nationals
citizens get home. He asked about steps being taken to assist lion) during September in assistance to nearly 300 Trinidad
stranded
overseas due to the Covid-19 pandemic to provide
and
Tobago
nationals
stranded
abroad,
because
of
the
closed
the authorities in Trinidad and Tobago to repatriate nationals
their
contact
details to the Trinidad and Tobago Mission closborders
due
to
the
pandemic.
stranded in the UK as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic.
est
to
their
location
to assist with expediting their requests for
The
disclosure
of
disbursements
was
made
to
refute
claims
it
Said Baker: “I have Trinidad and Tobago citizens in my
assistance.
has
not
been
doing
enough
to
help
nationals
stranded
abroad.
constituency who are burning through their savings, and really
Meanwhile, UK Foreign Office Minister Wendy Morton
According to the ministry, Trinidad and Tobago Overseas
terrified about failing to get home to protect their homes and
advised
Trinidad and Tobago nationals in the UK to contact the
Missions
have
maintained
contact
with
nationals
when
borders
businesses from the approaching severe weather. Will the
high
commission
in London. She said the Trinidad and Tobago
closed
on
March
22,
2020.
Minister join me in calling on Trinidad and Tobago to ensure
government
closed
its borders on March 22 because of CovidThe
Foreign
Ministry
notes
that
the
Missions
also
have
prothat their citizens get home? I think it is common humanity to
19,
and
it
has
remained
closed since then.
vided
humanitarian
assistance
to
stranded
nationals
in
the
form
enable people to return to protect their homes.”
“Consular
support
for
Trinidad and Tobago nationals remains
of
financial
disbursements.
Rowley was not pleased at the development. Addressing his
the
responsibility
of
their
government,” she said.
“The
Trinidad
and
Tobago
Missions
have
been
able
to
sucaudience last Thursday night, Rowley said he met with the new
Morton
added
that
the Foreign, Commonwealth, and
cessfully
disburse
(US)
$205,958.99
(TT
$1,395,995.66)
to
298
British High Commissioner met on Tuesday at Whitehall. But
Development
Office
was
in
close contact with the Trinidad and
nationals
who
sought
assistance
from
the
last
week
of
August
then, the next day, he heard “that the UNC is in the British
Tobago
authorities.
to
the
end
of
September
2020,
under
the
instructions
of
the
Parliament at the back bench, lying on Trinidad and Tobago,
She added, “My honourable friend makes a very important
and getting some person to portray our country in the worst Ministry of Finance, which provided the funds for the initiapoint
in relation to people who are in his constituency. The
tive,
”
the
ministry
explained.
possible light”.
FCDO
has alerted the Trinidad and Tobago High Commission
It
added:
“With
specific
reference
to
the
United
Kingdom,
the
Rowley added, “All I would say to Mr Baker, if you are interto
cases
of stranded… nationals that we have been made aware
High
Commission
disbursed
the
pound
sterling
equivalent
of
ested in Trinidad and Tobago, and if you are interested in the
of
and
supported
affected individuals to contact the high com(US)
$29,044.24
(TT
$196,862.81)
to
nationals
whose
applicapeople of Trinidad and Tobago, and if you have nothing to do
mission
directly.
It’s
also important to say that we have regular
tions
were
approved.
”
in Wycombe and you want to help us, we trying to get back a
contact
with
our
counterparts
in Trinidad and Tobago,” she
According
to
the
ministry,
funds
have
been
disbursed
set of money that they thief from Trinidad that is in England.
via
the
High
Commission
of
Trinidad
and
Tobago,
London;
added.
Try and get the British to help us get back the money that they
thief from Trinidad.”
Additionally, “We have already got a senior counsel from
Britain pleading guilty in a Port-of-Spain court for ‘thiefing’
public money with the assistance of UNC officials, there’s much
Port-of-Spain – A Trinidadian chef stranded abroad took
Said De Bourg: “It may seem strange… that I chose to leave
more to that. So Mr Baker you will be receiving correspondence her plight to the media earlier this month, following which the my country in the middle of a pandemic. I believe that following
from me personally asking you to help us bring back those who government of Trinidad and Tobago granted her an exemption my dreams and my passions through the career I love… I chose
to return home.
to leave for work to represent my
Stranded in Spain since
country, and women. What I did
September, Natasha de Bourg
was not easy. It was not a normal
finally received news she had
job. I was in a Covid-free bubble,
been granted an exemption to
unable to leave my ship, with...
twice-a-week Covid-testing. My
Port-of-Spain – Member of Parliament Dr Roodal Moonilal return home last Wednesday.
It was quite obvious the
travels to Europe for work were
last week thanked British MP Steve Baker for his concern over
publication of her plight in the
far from a vacation… it is my
Trinidad and Tobago nationals now stranded in the UK.
passion and something that was
Moonilal expressed “deep gratitude” on behalf of the people local media in Trinidad and
essential.”
of Trinidad and Tobago to Baker for his “grave concern and Tobago had evoked a quick
De Bourg traveled to Palma,
sense of justice in raising the sorry plight of Trinidad’s stranded response from the government
De Bourg told local media
Mallorca, an island in Spain folnationals and citizens”. He also praised Baker “...for his humanishe applied for an exemption
lowing the end of her contract.
tarian intervention... in the UK Parliament”.
She remained there temporarMoonilal said Minister of National Security Stuart Young on September 15, and had conily on a yacht on which she had
had “no coherent, transparent, and structured policy in place to tacted the National Security
worked, as a favour from the
deal with stranded nationals”, adding, “It has been ad hoc and Ministry four times. However,
she received no responses from
captain.
dysfunctional.”
With the government finally
Young had a “callous and inhumane approach to the cries the ministry. She also indicated
granting an exemption for her
and tears of Trinidad and Tobago citizens stranded abroad”, he her company was seeking an
exemption on her behalf, and
to return, De Bourg said she was
noted.
making her way to Barbados.
Moonilal said while elderly, sick, and disunited families with said there was similarly no
Natasha de Bourg
Late last week she was yet to get
young children and single parents should be given priority, he response from the government.
“I want to sleep in my bed again and be in a place I know,” a confirmed flight to return to Trinidad.
also called for the establishment of a multipartite committee of
Said De Bourg: “It feels surreal to finally be one step closer,
MPs across party lines, health officials, and advocacy groups of De Bourg complained.
De Bourg works abroad, and returned to Trinidad for a one flight closer to home. I feel for those who are still waiting,
concerned relatives “to work out a proper policy” to enable the
vacation in February. However, the government closed the and I am eternally grateful to finally be moving forward… until
most disadvantaged citizens to return.
“It is Rowley’s shame that our citizens are seeking the help borders on March 22, which stranded her in Trinidad, and left you are sitting in this position can [someone] fathom the stress
of foreign politicians because they have been let down by our her unemployed. She then received an exemption in July to and uneasiness of not knowing when and what to do: not knowgovernment. He should show respect and get on with his job,” leave Trinidad and Tobago for Spain, where she worked until ing when this nightmare will cease and can return home. Such
September 8.
a little thing I once took for granted now seems to be a miracle.”
Moonilal added.

Chef turns up heat so govt grants exemption

Moonilal thanks MP Baker
for showing ‘compassion’
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Hindi Movie Review

Obituary

Let’s face it - Aamne Saamne is just pretty
By Filmi Geek
Good lord, isn’t she a delicious frosted cupcake? Between
have said this so many times: I love the 1960s. I love
this and Vidya Balan’s bathtub romp in The Dirty Picture, well,
thrillers. I love Shashi Kapoor. And I simply adore
I’ll be in my bunk. (If someone can think of a movie with
Sharmila Tagore, who ranks on the list of filmi women
Shabana Azmi in a bubble bath and complete the hat-trick for
who melt my shorts. So when Amrita told me that Aamne
me, I'll die a happy woman.)
Saamne (‘Face to face, opposite’) had all that plus Sharmila
This creepy side of Shashi is rather enjoyable at first.
on waterskis, I knew I had to watch it. And when I sat down
Typically, only in relatively early films of big stars does one get
to it, my
to enjoy them
expectations
playing rather
were high.
unsavoury
Despite that
characters.
great potential,
It’s something
though, I have
I love about
to admit that
Amitabh
Aamne Saamne
Bachchan’s
comes up a
Saudagar –
little short.
admittedly a
I watched it
very different
with Memsaab,
sort of film
and her
from Aamne
review fairly
Saamne – in
thoroughly
which he
covers all the
plays a truly
half-assed
reprehensible
devices and
character that
wrong turns
one could
the movie
never imagine
takes. But what
him playing
can I say – I
just a few
enjoyed myself
years later at
all the same. I
the peak of his
am a sucker for all that pretty – and with “the ShaSha” (thanks, stardom. Likewise, I took some pleasure in watching Shashi
Amrita) rocking magnificent 1960s style, there is loads of
look dark and sinister early in the movie. But the truth is there
pretty to go around.
is no payoff, no substance behind it. Gopal is not dark, and not
One terrible night, a woman is murdered. Her husband
sinister – it’s all a big fat red herring, contrivance for the sake
Deepak (Shashi Kapoor) is caught at the scene, and tried for
of manufactured suspense that is neither particularly effective,
her murder. Deepak is acquitted in court, but he inherits his
nor sustained by the story.
wife’s wealth, and for that reason is convicted in the court of
Aamne Saamne does have, like many movies of its era, a
public opinion. He heads to Bombay to start a new life with a
noisy comedy side plot. This one features Rajendranath as a
new name, Gopal.
rather bumbling Bengali chap who appends himself to Gopal
Gopal whiles
as a sort of valet. I
away the hours
haven’t seen a ton of
stalking his pretty
Rajendranath, but I
young neighbour
loved him to death in
Sapna (Sharmila
Tere Ghar Ke Samne
Tagore), who finds
and even his brief
him rightly creepy
appearance in Chhoti
and annoying at first,
Si Baat. So I was
but in grand filmi
ready and delighted
tradition, warms
for more when I
to him in time.
saw his name in the
Sapna’s brother Pran
credits. His turn here,
(Madan Puri) wants
though, is largely
her to marry her
a broad Bengali
eager suitor Prem
stereotype that falls
(Prem Chopra), and
somewhere between
they threaten to kill
“I don't fully get it”,
her if she doesn’t
and “I get it and it’s
comply. So Sapna
just not that funny”.
and Gopal elope
And yet despite
to Kashmir, where
all that meh – the
they frolic happily
lackluster plotting,
Sharmila Tagore and Shashi Kapoor
– and gorgeously –
the unfunny comedy,
until shades of Gopal’s mysterious past begin to cast looming
the creepy unromantic romance, the multiple instances of
shadows of suspicion.
extortion in the name of love – I can’t say I had a bad time
It is undeniable that Aamne Saamne does not have much to
watching Aamne Saamne. It has some truly outstanding songs
offer in the way of substance, and that the plot, such as it is,
– Shashi absolutely kills in his white stove-pipe pants in Rafi’s
is loaded with problematic tropes. For example: there is not a
superb Nain milakar chain churana, a song which also features
single man in this movie who does not, at some point, threaten some epic pouting by Sharmila.
to kill Sapna if she refuses to do as he commands. This is bad
As if that’s not enough, this song follows an interlude in
enough coming from the film’s nominal villains, Pran and
which Prem Chopra attempts to dance the Mashed Potato.
Prem; it’s downright appalling when even Gopal gets in on the
Later in the film there is also a truly bizarre “African dance”
coercive action.
featuring Laxmi Chayya and a bunch of blackfaced men. The
And Gopal’s pursuit of Sapna is ‘creeptastic’, a particularly
1960s just don't get any better than this, folks.
egregious example of filmi stalking. Which is not to say he
And then there is Mere bechain dil ko chain tune diya,
doesn’t look lovely doing it.
ostensibly the reason I watched this movie in the first place.
Indeed, only Shashi Kapoor could find a way to be
But Sharmila is just as tasty fully dressed as she is in that
adorable and creepy at the same time, as he does during the
swimsuit. And as a pair, the ShaSha romp around Kashmir as
‘stalkalicious song’ Aaj kal humse roothe.
well as anyone.
It’s very easy to be blinded by the pretty here and forget
What can I say? When the payoff is this kind of pretty, the
that what’s really going on is quite twisted and skeezy. After
movie doesn’t have to be all that good to get the job done.
all, Shashi himself looks good enough to eat – good enough to
Aamne Saamne may not have a ton going on in the
make me question my sexuality several times over. And if that’s substance department, but it earned itself what is likely the
not enough, he’s not just perving on Sapna – he’s perving on
most pic-spammy post in Filmi Geek’s history.
Sapna in a bubble bath.
That’s got to be worth something.
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S.P. Balasubrahmanyam (right) receives the
Padma Bhushan on March 24, 2011, from
Indian President Pratibha Singh Patil at the
Presidential House in New Delhi.

India loses SPB to Covid-19

S

inger S.P. Balasubrahmanyam, whose prolific
output included around 40,000 songs in 16
Indian languages, died on September 25, 2020 at
age 74 after a prolonged battle with the Covid-19 virus.
His decades-long career included stints as a
musician, composer, producer, and voiceover artist,
but it was his singing that won him millions of fans
across India, with chartbusters in multiple languages.
Known to fans as SPB, he was diagnosed with the
coronavirus in August and admitted to hospital in the
southern city of Chennai.
His death comes on the heels of what has been a
particularly tragic period for Indian cinema, which in
May lost composer Wajid Khan to Covid-19 aged just
42, and luminaries Irrfan Khan and Rishi Kapoor to
other illnesses in April.
The June suicide of popular actor Sushant Singh
Rajput sent further shockwaves across Bollywood,
sparking a media frenzy.
Balasubrahmanyan originally intended to be an
engineer, but music was never far from his mind, as
he entered – and won – singing contests while still at
university, eventually making his professional debut in
1966 in a Telugu language film.
Accolades quickly followed, bringing him six
national awards for songs performed in four languages
– Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, and Hindi.
“People gave me an opportunity and I had the
strength to work for it, and I did work for it,” he said in
an interview with The News Minute website in 2015.
A recipient of the Padma Bhushan, India’s third
highest civilian honour, he was also known as the
singing voice of Bollywood superstar Salman Khan.
Their partnership began with the 1989 hit Maine
Pyar Kiya (“I Fell in Love”), which turned Khan into
an overnight sensation, and continued with the 1991
romance Saajan (“Beloved”) and the 1994 blockbuster
Hum Aapke Hain Koun! (“Who Am I to You!”).
Khan was among several industry figures who paid
tribute to the singer, tweeting: “Heartbroken to hear
about #SPBalasubrahmanyam sir... you will forever live
on in your undisputed legacy of music!”
In addition to lending his voice to Bollywood
superstar Shah Rukh Khan’s 2013 hit Chennai Express,
Balasubrahmanyam also built a hugely successful
career in the southern Tamil and Telugu industries.
Telugu megastar Chiranjeevi Konidela tweeted that
he owed his success to Balasubrahmanyam’s songs and
called him an “unparalleled musical genius”.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi praised “his
melodious voice”, tweeting that his death had left “our
cultural world... a lot poorer”.
The versatile performer collaborated with Indian
cinema’s top composers, including M.S. Viswanathan,
Ilaiyaraaja, and Oscar-winner A.R. Rahman, who said
that he was “devastated” by the news.
He was also known for his generosity, with former
chess world champion Viswanathan Anand paying
tribute to him Friday for being “my first sponsor” at a
1983 tournament.
“Really sad to hear about the passing away of such a
great, yet simple person,” Anand tweeted.
In a bitter irony, his most recent foray into
philanthropy in May saw him join hands with
Ilaiyaraaja for a musical tribute to frontline workers
fighting the pandemic.
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Actor Sanjay Dutt confirms he has cancer

B

ollywood star Sanjay Dutt has confirmed he has cancer
The actor added that he was “happy to be on the set again”
for his upcoming film.
after weeks of speculation by the Indian press.
In an Instagram video, the 61-year-old actor of
Dutt has had a chequered career.
He is known as one of Bollywood’s most
more than 150 films said he would “beat the
bankable stars, but his acting came to an
disease soon”. Dutt also said he would begin
abrupt halt when he had to return to prison
shooting for his next film this month.
in 2013 to finish a five-year jail sentence. He
In August Dutt was tested for Covid19 after he reported some difficulty in
was convicted of firearms offences linked
to the 1993 Mumbai blasts that killed 257
breathing. He tested negative.
people and injured 713.
He was subsequently tested at Mumbai’s
Yet, he successfully re-launched his career
Lilavati hospital for other illnesses.
in 2016 after getting out.
Amid unconfirmed media reports that he
He signed several new films, with some of
had been diagnosed with lung cancer, Dutt
them doing extremely well at the box office.
said in August he was “taking a short break
from work for medical treatment”.
A biopic on his life, starring actor Ranbir
Kapoor, was also a massive hit.
The actor and his wife Maanayata issued
The actor has openly talked about his
separate statements, urging the star’s fans
problems with drug addiction and his
“not to worry or unnecessarily speculate”
conviction in his interviews. He said these
about his condition.
Sanjay Dutt
In the recent video recorded at his
problems only made him stronger.
He has also witnessed two cancer-related deaths in his
hairstylist Aalim Hakim’s salon, Dutt pointed a camera at a
scar running from his left eyebrow to the side of his head.
family. His mother Nargis died of pancreatic cancer in 1981,
just days before he made his Bollywood debut.
“This is a recent scar in my life. But I will beat it. I will be
His first wife Richa Sharma also died of brain cancer.
out of this cancer soon,” he said.

Biopic on cricketer Muralitharan in the works

P

opular Tamil cinema actor Vijay Sethupathi (96) is
faced more battles than most of us. I believe this story will
set to star as iconic Sri Lankan cricketer Muttiah
instil hope,” M.S. Sripathy said.
Muralitharan in upcoming biopic 800.
“When they came to me to make a movie out of my
With 800 wickets in Test match cricket and 534 in One
life, the only reason I said, ‘Yes’, was because people
Day Internationals, Muralitharan is the bowler with
only knew the one person who broke many
world records for the highest number of wickets in both
records on the cricket field. But they should know
versions of the game.
Muttiah Muralidaran is not just the one person,”
He retired in 2011, and is currently the mentor
Muralitharan said.
for the Sun Risers Hyderabad franchise in the Indian
Rajisha Vijayan (Oru Cinemakkaran) will
Premier League tournament, helping them to win the
play Muralitharan’s wife Madhimalar.
championship in 2016.
“What attracted me to the film was the fact
M.S. Sripathy (Kanimozhi) has co-written
that this was not yet another sports biopic,”
the film alongside acclaimed novelist Shehan
producer Vivek Rangachari of DAR said.
Karunatilaka, author of Chinaman: The
He added: “There are so many interesting
Legend of Pradeep Mathew, that won the
facets to Murali’s life (other) than cricket that
2012 Commonwealth Book Prize, and will
excited us towards the project.”
direct.
As Muralitharan is of Tamil heritage, the film
The film will follow Muralitharan’s
will primarily be in the Tamil language. It will also
childhood playing cricket amidst
be dubbed in Telugu, Malayalam, Kannada, Hindi,
sectarian violence in Sri Lanka,
Bengali, and Sinhalese. An international version
and how he evolved from being an
with English subtitles is also being planned.
excitable pace bowler into a difficult
The shoot, beginning in early 2021, will be
Muttiah Muralitharan
to play spinner. It will go on to reveal
spread over five schedules in India, Sri Lanka, the
how, after being falsely labeled a cheat, he emerges as a true
UK, and Australia.
innovator of the modern game.
Cricket films are a successful trend in South Asia. M.S.
“We only see the ball spinning out of his hand, but
Dhoni: The Untold Story (2016), a biopic of former Indian
it actually comes out of his soul. Many know Muthiah
cricket captain Mahendra Singh Dhoni, starring the late
Muralidaran the bowler. I want to portray the person behind
Sushant Singh Rajput, grossed (US) $30 million. Also, 83,
the legend,” Vijay Sethupathi told Variety.
starring Ranveer Singh and Deepika Padukone, about India’s
“Everyone of us has our own battles to fight. Murali has
1983 cricket World Cup victory, is due in December.

Shah Rukh & Kajol to stand in Leicester Square

T

he statue of the iconic duo Shah Rukh Khan and Kajol
from the film Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge will be
featured in the Leicester Square’s Scenes in the Square,
Heart of London Business Alliance has announced.
The statue is set to be unveiled in
Spring 2021 when organisers hope that
Khan and Kajol, who played Raj and
Simran in the movie, would be able
to travel for the unveiling in a special
celebratory event.
“It’s fantastic to be adding such titans
of international cinema to our trail as
Shah Rukh Khan and Kajol. Dilwale
Dulhania Le Jayenge is one of the most
successful and important Bollywood
films of all time, and it’s exciting to be
able to bring to the trail the first film
that actually features Leicester Square as
a location. This statue is a fitting tribute
to the global popularity of Bollywood
and the cultural bridges that cinema
can help build, and we’re in no doubt
it will attract fans from all around the
world,” said Mark Williams, Director of
Destination Marketing at Heart of London Business Alliance.
This will be the first ever long-term Bollywood statue
erected in the UK. The announcement, thus, marks the 25th
anniversary of Indian cinema’s most loved film, and also
coincides with the big 50th year celebrations of Yash Raj Films.
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Avtar Panesar, Vice President of Special Projects at Yash Raj
Films, said: “When Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge was released
25 years ago, it changed the face of the industry and captured
the hearts of everyone who saw it. We’re thrilled to be able to
announce this statue, and to be the first
film of Indian origin to be represented
in Scenes in the Square. We are honoured
that these Bollywood superstars have
been recognised alongside the Hollywood
elite, from Gene Kelly to Laurel & Hardy,
and this is a great way to express the
international appeal of cinema.”
The statue will join nine other film
icons from the past 100 years, eight of
which were unveiled in late February, and
recently granted longer term residency
by Westminster Council to remain in
Leicester Square until at least July, 2023.
The love story of Raj and Simran
began on a train from King’s Cross
Station and traveled across Europe and
India. The location could not be more
fitting, as Leicester Square featured in
Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge in a scene
when Raj and Simran first cross paths, albeit unbeknown to
one another.
Helmed by debutant Aditya Chopra, Dilwale Dulhania
Le Jayenge shattered all box office records, and is one of the
biggest all-time blockbusters in the history of Indian cinema.

Aamir Khan, Shah Rukh Khan, and Salman Khan

Bollywood’s elite
files lawsuit on
two TV stations

T

op Bollywood filmmakers and industry unions
have filed a lawsuit against two popular TV news
channels, asking them to refrain from “irresponsible,
derogatory, and defamatory remarks against Bollywood and
its members”.
The lawsuit, filed on Monday of last week, comes months
after India’s freewheeling television news channels took on
Bollywood with a spree of allegations following the suspected
suicide of actor Sushant Singh Rajput in June.
The case fueled months of speculation from news channels
that held filmmakers who had rejected Rajput for roles partly
responsible for his suicide, and accused many Bollywood
celebrities of being part of a drug cartel that drove the actor
to take his life.
An investigation that is looking into alleged drug
trafficking in Bollywood is being carried out by India’s federal
narcotics agency.
Rajput, 34, was found dead in his Mumbai apartment on
June 4 in what police said appeared to be a case of suicide.
The case is still being investigated.
The lawsuit saw some of Bollywood’s biggest names,
including superstar actors Aamir Khan, Shah Rukh Khan,
Salman Khan, and Akshay Kumar, come together against
news channels Republic TV and Times Now.
“These Defendants are conducting and publishing parallel
private ‘investigations’ and effectively acting as ‘courts’ to
condemn persons connected with Bollywood as guilty based
on what they claim is ‘evidence’ found by them,” the plaintiffs
said in a statement, referring to the two news channels.
The plaintiffs said they sought “redress against the
irresponsible, derogatory, and defamatory reporting” by the
two television news channels, and their leading anchors.
Experts say television news in India is facing a serious
crisis, with debates among commentators becoming
increasingly strident and shrill.
India has one of the world’s most vibrant and competitive
media environments, with more than 850 news channels
broadcast in multiple languages. But over the years, the
industry has faced a crisis of credibility.
Many powerful television news anchors, known to support
Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his administration, often
indulge in rancorous and chaotic debates in which shouting,
screaming, and name-calling have become staples.
The media hysteria reached its zenith in Rajput’s case.
Stories about the actor’s death sidelined other critical
issues, such as India’s stalling economy, the government’s
coronavirus response, and growing hostilities with China over
a border dispute.
The result was a surge in ratings for some TV channels.
However, the tables turned considerably two weeks ago
when police in Mumbai accused Republic TV of rigging the
rating scores system, a significant component in television
channels’ advertising income.
The allegations were denied by Republic TV, but led to
some Indian advertisers taking never-before-seen measures.
Automobile giant Bajaj Auto, and Parle Products, India’s
biggest biscuit maker, said they were pulling advertising from
news channels that endorsed toxicity and hate-mongering.
The companies did not name the channels, but the move was
widely cheered on Indian social media.
Abhinandan Sekhri, the co-founder of media critiquing
website Newslaundry, said most of India’s TV channels had
morphed into “reality shows”.
“There will be repercussions if you do demonstrably false
reporting,” Sekhri said.
He added, “It’s about time advertisers took a stand and
withdrew their brands from TV channels that thrive on false
information and toxic content.”
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Coach Walsh says focus key with women’s team

F

ormer West Indies fast bowler and captain Courtney
improve their skills set before competing again,” he said.
Walsh plans to maintain a focused approach as he leads
Speaking earlier this month with ESPNcricinfo, Walsh
the West Indies women’s cricket team. He also plans
said what was at the top of his wish list is to restore West
to emphasise what he described as the West Indies brand of
Indies’ brand of cricket. He plans to do this starting with an
cricket, which he intends to impress among team members.
assessment of the talent pool via a series of training camps,
Walsh took the helm earlier this month to
and using more regional women’s cricket, or,
lead the women’s cricket team following the
if not feasible, through scouting trips to the
5-0 whitewash handed down by England in
various island nations.
the T20 series.
“I don’t want to use the word revamp,” he
“We have to improve in all facets, but
said, adding, “We’ve got to start to refocus,
the first thing I am going to impress upon
re-energise, and try to recreate and spot new
them is that we need to be consistent. To be
talent as well.”
consistent, we have to be focused, and this is
Additionally, “Unfortunately we’re not
very important at this point. I looked on at
doing as much cricket in the region for the
the series in England where we lost 5-0, and
women as we would like to, but we have to
I must say that the result didn’t really reflect
look at what we have and to get that sparkle
how well we played. There are positives from
back. I would like to see us smiling again,
that tour that we can take away, and I intend
playing the West Indian brand of cricket
to build on that with the girls.”
that we know we can play.”
Walsh has already worked with the
Walsh said there is enough talent on the
Courtney Walsh
women’s team in the Australia and India
team to start taking away trophies.
series, and said he plans to add what he saw in England to this
“We have a good solid base of players, and the talent pool
experience to get him started as head coach.
is good enough for us to build on. What we need [to do] is…
Last week Walsh met with Cricket West Indies CEO Johnny
add hard work to that to get consistent results,” he said.
Grave and cricket director Jimmy Adams to chart the way
While he was previously head coach or Bangladesh, Walsh
forward. Understandably, Walsh was keeping in mind the
said it is not well-known abroad that he has experience
restrictions being imposed on the game by the Covid-19
working with women’s teams.
pandemic.
Said Walsh: “A lot of people don’t know, but I… have
“I would ideally like to have a camp or two before we next
worked with the Bangladesh women team while working as
play, but I understand the limitations with the coronavirus
head coach of their men’s team. So, I have experience working
pandemic around. Still, we don’t know what the future holds
with the ladies. As I see it, coaching is coaching; you might
with this pandemic, so we will have to plan and see how best
have a difference in the temperament, but it is still the same
I can have a good look at the ladies. I don’t want to just go on
philosophy. I look forward to working with these girls, and I
people’s words, I would like to see these ladies for myself and
would continue to impress upon them that they have to have
make my assessment to see what has to be done so that they
that pride and passion, as they are playing for Cricket West
Indies.”
As ESPNcricinfo also reported, Walsh thought the West
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Sunil Narine
(IPL Photo)

L

ive streaming regional and domestic tournaments
can minimise the risk of players being called for
suspect actions later down in their professional
careers, former Trinidad and Tobago Cricket Board
and West Indies Under-19 performance analyst Dinesh
Mahabir said last week.
According to Mahabir, live streaming, especially
during a player’s development stages, offers an immediate
path to correcting potential illegal actions. Also, if these
inaccuracies are recognised and remodeled early, then the
chances of rehabilitated players being called for suspect
action are bound to be significantly reduced, he said.
Mahabir was commenting following the Indian
Premier League clash between Kolkota Knight Riders and
Kings XI Punjab last week, where on-field umpires Ulhas
Gandhe and Chris Gaffaney reported KKR’s Sunil Narine
for a suspect bowling action. Narine faced a possible
suspension from bowling in this year’s IPL if he was
reported a second time.
However, earlier this week Narine was cleared by the
Board of Control for Cricket in India Suspect Bowling
Action Committee. The committee looked at footage, and
determined his elbow-bend was within permissible range.
Narine was reported twice in the Champions League
2014 tournament, and missed the 2015 ICC World Cup
to work on his action. He was again reported during the
2015 IPL, and was eventually suspended from bowling in
November that year.
The International Cricket Council cleared his action in
April 2016, but he had to pull out of the T20 World Cup
in India that year. In March 2018, he was reported again
during the Pakistan Super League.
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Deandra Dottin
Indies women had performed better in England than the series
scoreboard showed. However, he conceded the team suffered
from over-reliance on “a couple of players”.
Said Walsh: “You cannot just be dependent on one or two
players. Yes, we have those players who are going to lead
the charge, but we also we have good back-up players who
can, and will have to step to the plate. It’s giving them that
confidence, that self-belief.”
Walsh added: “Sometimes we are afraid to fail, but if you’re
failing and you get better, or you’re improving by making a
mistake or two, I can live with that; but it can’t be the same,
constant mistakes all the time. I want the players to believe
in themselves, and they’re smiling and enjoying what they’re
doing. Yes, you’re going to have a bad patch, you’re going
to have the battle, the hard feelings, here and there; but that
consistency and that pride of wanting to play for West Indies is
what I want to instil.”
In the just-concluded T20 series against England, Deandra
Dottin was the leading run-scorer with 185 runs at an average
of 37. Both Dottin and team captain Stafanie Taylor, with 78
runs at 26.00, were the only West Indies players to pass 40 runs
in the series, which exposed the lack of depth in the batting
line-up.

Fix Windies erratic batting to win: Harper

E

rratic batting by the West Indies has failed to open up
while also suffering several shocking batting collapses when
the door to victory, and it must improve if the team
seemingly positioned for competitive totals.
wants to walk away victorious in the upcoming Test
In the Manchester second Test, West Indies were well placed
series against New Zealand.
on 199 for three in their first innings on the penultimate day,
This was the view expressed last week by Convenor of
after the entire third day was wiped out by rain.
selectors, Roger Harper, and reported by Caribbean Media
However, they lost seven wickets for 88 runs, collapsing
Corporation. Harper also noted West Indies continues to
when left with the task of surviving two-and-a-half sessions on
struggle to get significant runs on the
the final day in a chase for 312. With the
board, a deficiency that led to the 2-1
batting collapsing, the team could only
defeat to England last July, and surrender
manage a meek 198.
of the Wisden Trophy just over a year after
Harper emphasised the importance
it was taken back by the Caribbean.
of large totals if West Indies were to put
As the figures show, not one West
pressure on a strong New Zealand unit.
Indies batsman managed triple figures
“Certainly, we have the ability [to win
in the three-Test series in England this
the series], but we really have to apply
summer, with Jermaine Blackwood’s 95 at
ourselves and execute well,” he said.
Southampton being the highest individual
Additionally, “Batting is the key. We
score.
have to put big scores on the board. I
The dismal figures were further
think if we can score a total in excess
emphasised with key batsmen Shai Hope
of 600 runs in a Test match, we give
averaging 17, and left-handed opener
ourselves a good chance.”
John Campbell averaging 16. Experienced
Harper said while winning away series
opener Kraigg Brathwaite, all-rounders
was always difficult, he hoped West Indies
Roston Chase, and Jason Holder, along
were able to make improvements on
with wicketkeeper Shane Dowrich, all
the positive things achieved during the
Roger Harper
averaged under 30 runs.
England series.
“New Zealand is not going to be an easy tour,” Harper said.
“I’m looking for the team to build on the performance in
He added: “New Zealand are very competitive, and in their
England. Winning away Test matches hasn’t been something
own backyard especially. They play very well as a team, and
we’ve done consistently. We won one in England, and we were
they execute their plans
in a position to really draw
well, and they execute
that series comfortably, if
well; so we’ll have to be at
not win it, so I’m looking
the top of our game. A lot
for us to build on that in
of questions are going to
New Zealand,” he said.
be asked of our batting,
West Indies face New
and that’s the department
Zealand in the first Test at
that really has to stand up
Seddon Park in Hamilton,
for us, in order for us to
bowling off December
be competitive and have
3, and in the second
a real chance of getting
Test at the historic Basic
a positive result in the
Reserve in Wellington on
series.”
December 11.
West Indies passed 300
The series will be
runs scored just once on
preceded by three T20
the England tour, the total
Internationals, the first to
coming in the first innings
be played on November 27
Shai Hope averaged just 17 during the English tour
of the Southampton
in Auckland, with the last
Test, but then the batting declined significantly thereafter.
two scheduled for November 29 and November 30 in Mount
In the next four innings, West Indies passed 200 only once,
Maunganui.
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Self-taught, Sir Garry defined excellence
S

By Romeo Kaseram
ir Garfield St Aubrun Sobers was born on July 28, 1936
to Shamont and Thelma Sobers at Walcott Avenue, Bay
Land, St Michael, in Bridgetown, Barbados. He was the
fifth of six children. Fate appears to have handed Sir Garry
more than the usual number of fingers, which as Wikipedia tells
us, saw him enter this world with 12, the polydactylism putting
extra digits on each hand. According to Wikipedia, he removed
the extra fingers himself during early childhood; however, in a
conflicting report, Dave Liverman tells us in ESPNcricinfo that
the procedure was done at birth.
It was not an easy childhood for the young Sir Garry.
Writing in Wisden in 2019, Ian Wooldridge tells us Sir Garry
was “[born] to frugality and early tragedy in a one-storey
wooden house”; that he lost a sibling early due to an accident
with a kerosene lamp, and at five years old, his mother received
the dreaded telegram from abroad, saying, “his father, a
merchant seaman, had drowned with all hands when his
ship was torpedoed by a [German] U-Boat in the Atlantic”.
Wooldridge adds, “His mother, a strong Christian woman,
heroically kept the family intact. Her pension was insulting”;
and that the young boy, now a teenager at 14, “hardly an
academic… was a gopher in a furniture factory”.
Wikipedia notes Sir Garry showed an early affinity for
acquiring levels of “great” skill with “almost any sport involving
a ball”, particularly [soccer], basketball, and cricket. There
is a thread in the narrative among most commentators that
notes Sir Garry as an autodidact, meaning that his approach
to the game saw the skills he acquired in his early years being
mostly-self taught. As Wooldridge tells us, “Perhaps the most
fundamental argument against the modern idiom of cricket
is that Sobers was never coached. He mistrusted coaches. He
learned the game playing all spare hours in the street with his
brothers and friends and then, after the early Barbados sunset,
playing on with miniature implements, much to the detriment
of the furniture, in his despairing mother’s house.”
Along with his “similarly-talented” sibling, Gerald,
Wikipedia tells us the pair guided “their Bay Street Boys’
School team to win the primary school Inter-School Cricket
championship for three consecutive years”. It adds that at 13,
Sir Garry was already being recruited to play for local cricket
teams.
Also as Wikipedia says, “useful experience” was also being
gained bowling to Wanderers Club batsmen in the practice
nets, where he began developing skills as a left arm spin bowler.
Wooldridge adds the details, saying “His real apprenticeship
started at the age of 12 when, as the kid next door, he started
bowling in the nets to members of the fashionable Wanderers
Club, earning a 50-cent piece every time he knocked it off the
centre stump. It made him more money than he earned at the
furniture factory down the road.”

Pride take Headly/Weekes trophy

B

arbados Pride captain Kraigg Brathwaite was
understandably proud of his team’s performance,
taking away the Headley/Weekes Trophy in this
year’s Cricket West Indies first class tournament. The
trophy was presented by cricketing legend, Sir Garry
Sobers, Caribbean Media Corporation reported last week.
It has been a difficult year for cricket, with the
tournament halted after eight rounds following the
outbreak of the pandemic. Barbados Pride were declared
winners after topping the standings with 134.8 points.
Brathwaite recalled the contribution that was made
by Sir Everton Weekes to the game, saying, “Sir Everton
was one of our biggest supporters and it was always
great to see him at the matches when we played here at
Kensington Oval. He would always have a kind word of
encouragement and as a team we want to dedicate this
victory to him.” Sir Everton died on July 1, 2020.
The win was the 23rd for Barbados, and broke the fivetitle championship streak by the Guyana Jaguars.
Barbados Cricket Association president, and CWI
director, Conde Riley, said there had been a marked
development of Barbados’ cricket over the last eight years.
“This title follows on from us winning in 2013, when we
were captained by Kirk Edwards, and coming second for
five consecutive years to the Guyana Jaguars,” he said.
He added: “We have so many players in the West Indies
team that we are never at full strength, but what has
happened is that it has given a number of young players
an opportunity, and we have a strong, strong bench of
young players. The character that his side has shown to
come second on five occasions and now to win this trophy
has been fantastic. The character this group of players has
shown over the last eight years has impressed me.”
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Sir Garry Sobers
In what was an important moment for his forthcoming
career, Sir Garry cricketing prowess was observed by
Inspector Wilfred Farmer, then captain of the Police team
in the Barbados Cricket League First Division. According to
Wikipedia, Farmer offered Sir Garry a chance to play for the
Police team in the 1951-1952 season; he was 15 years old. Then
came the 1952-1953 season, and Sir Garry was invited to the
Barbados trials for the colony’s tour match against the Indian
team at Kensington Oval, Bridgetown.
Wikipedia notes he was initially picked as 12th man, but
then made the team when Frank King was forced to withdraw
with an injury. Sir Garry made his first-class debut on January
31, 1953, when he was 16 years old. Batting at number nine,
he scored seven not out in his only innings, but made an
immediate impression as a bowler, taking four for 50, and three
for 92.
He made his second first-class appearance a year later
against another touring team. Batting at number five against
Marylebone Cricket Club, he scored 46 and 27; and took two
wickets in the match. There was enough evidence of skill in
his performances in these two matches to lift him into a berth
with the West Indies, the pick for the Test paving the way for
his third first-class appearance, Wikipedia tells us. He made
his Test debut in March, 1954, against England at Sabina Park,
Kingston, Jamaica for the fifth and final Test, replacing Alf
Valentine, who was ill.
Interviewed by The Cricket Monthly in 2016, Everton

Weekes, former West Indies batsman, says he knew Sir Garry
as a 12-year-old growing up in Barbados. According to Sir
Everton: “I had only started playing for West Indies then. Soon
after that he joined us in the West Indies dressing room as a
17-year-old youngster. I remember him saying he was more
nervous sitting in the dressing room than running around the
field because of seeing himself sit next to the name players. We
never had to teach him anything. He taught himself. He started
making runs, taking wickets, and holding catches to overcome
that nervousness.” Sir Everton died on July 1, 2020.
Liverman hits line and length right away in his assessment
of the legendary Sir Garry, telling us, “A cricketing genius,
[he] excelled at all aspects of the game, and few would argue
his claim as the finest all-round player in modern cricket”.
Liverman adds, “His exceptional Test batting average tells little
about the manner in which he made the runs, his elegant yet
powerful style marked by all the shots, but memorably his
off-side play. As a batsman he was great, as a bowler, merely
superb, but would have made the West Indies side as a bowler
alone. He was remarkably versatile with the ball, bowling two
styles of spin – left-arm orthodox and wrist spin, but was also
a fine fast-medium opening bowler. His catching close to the
wicket may have been equalled but never surpassed, and he was
a brilliant fielder anywhere.”
Sir Garry scored his maiden Test century in 1958 against
Pakistan in Kingston. However, as Wikipedia notes, it was
more than a maiden ton, with Sir Garry tripling the centuries
to remain with an unbeaten 365. In so doing, he broke the
world record Test score of 364 set by England’s Len Hutton
in 1938. He batted for 614 minutes, scored 38 fours, and as
Wikipedia notes with some surprise, hit no sixes. He achieved
this remarkable feat at 21 years and 216 days, making him the
youngest player to break the individual scoring record in Tests,
and today remains the youngest triple-centurion.
His feat set world records for the highest maiden Test
century of 365, as well as becoming the first batsman in
Test history to convert his maiden Test century into a triple.
Following his record-breaking effort, Sir Garry went on to score
824 runs with three centuries in the five Tests against Pakistan,
and followed this with 557 runs, and three more centuries on
the West Indies tour of India in 1958–1959. He played 93 Test
matches, and scored 8,032 runs for an average of 57.78.
Sir Garry was knighted for his services to cricket in
1975. Also, as Wikipedia tells us, in 2000 he was named by
a 100-member panel of experts as one of the five Wisden
Cricketers of the Century, receiving 90 votes out of a possible
100. In 2004, the International Cricket Council inaugurated the
Sir Garfield Sobers Trophy, which is awarded annually to the
player selected by ICC as its Player of the Year.

TTCB preparing for 2021 in pandemic mode

T

he Trinidad and Tobago Cricket Board has said it is
“Fixtures and regulations for the different tournaments are
drawing up plans for the cricket season starting early
being finalised, and more will be given in due course. We are
next year. However, despite the optimism, the TTCB
also hoping to be able to host an Under- 23 tournament some
remains congnisant of the Covid-19 threat, and plans to work
time in December, but of course, we will be adhering to all the
within the protocols set by Trinidad and Tobago’s Ministry of
protocols, and we will also be seeking permission and guidance
Health.
from the relevant authorities.”
“We are going ahead with the planning of
He also felt that the game “is in a good
cricket for next year because we cannot wait
place”, and will be ready for the possible restart,
for Covid-19 to finish to start planning. We
whenever it comes, adding, “We have been
are going ahead and putting things in place for
in touch with the zones and they are eager to
2021,” said TTCB President Azim Bassarath.
move forward with the cricket and we know
Bassarath said he was optimistic all
the zones are eager to play cricket. Before
domestic cricket competitions can be played
Covid-19, [the TTCB] had new sponsors
next season. However, he insisted that while
coming on board, so I think we are in a good
plans are being made, at the same time the
place, and we are anticipating that we will be
TTCB will work closely with the Ministry of
able to host all the competitions,” he said.
Health to ensure all Covid-19 protocols are
Meanwhile, while cricket clubs are looking
followed.
forward to getting back on the field early next
He said the TTCB was not waiting for the
year, there is still an air of uncertainty due to
Azim Bassarath
Covid-19 restrictions to be lifted, but was
the climbing numbers of Covid-19 infections.
being proactive with administrators, players, coaches, and clubs
Manager and owner of Central Sports, Richard Ramkissoon,
hard at work putting things in place for next season.
was insistent last week moving forward mean it would not be
“Honestly speaking, I feel optimistic that cricket will be
business as usual.
played next season under guidance and regulations of the
“Once the virus is still around, we will have to discuss it as a
Ministry of Health and strict adherence to all Covid-19
team and consider all the factors before making a decision if we
regulations and recommendations,” he said.
will play,” he said.
He added: “While it will be difficult for us to have a ‘bubble’
He added: “We will be preparing as best as we can, under
like what was done for the CPL [Caribbean Premier League],
the current restrictions, but I am not very optimistic that team
we are confident the players and the teams will do what is
sports will be able to resume in the current circumstances. The
necessary and make sure cricket is played in accordance
situation can change in the next few months, so we will have to
with the Covid-19 regulations and under the guidance of the
wait and see how things unfold before making a decision.”
Ministry of Health.”
Ramkissoon said it was up to each player to play or not,
Bassarath also noted the National League Committee met
and that there should not be punitive actions taken should
earlier, and are moving ahead with plans in anticipation of
a decision be made to not play based on the numbers of
restarting cricket in early February next year.
infections.
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GTA L EADE RS REALTY INC., BROKERAGE
4300 Steeles Avenue West, Suite 26
Vaughan ON, L4L 4C2
Tel: 416-241-3337 Fax: 416-987-0056
www.teamgtahomes.com
gtaleaders@gmail.com

~ RESIDENTIAL · COMMERCIAL · INDUSTRIAL · INVESTMENT ~

Abdool Saif Saheed
Sales Representative

Rahul Khanna
Sales Representative

647-894-0764

Festival Condos

647-297-8222

Abdool Saheed
Broker of Record/Owner
416-731-7527

Zafar Twaheer
Sales Representative
647-708-4772

Star ting
from Low
$400’s!

Festival Condos
in Vaughan
at Highway
7 and Jane! Has
over 100,000 SF of
retail/office space,
a pedestrian mews
with a central piazza
and park, all steps
to the GTA’s newest
subway node, VMC
station. Price lists
and floor plans
available soon.

Sterling Estates
An intimate enclave of distinctively mod- Star ting
from Low
ern homes steps from Wasaga Beach’s
$400’s!
largest shopping
centre and close
to the worldfamous beachlined shores of
Georgian Bay.
Register with
us for prices,
plans and other
details about this
project!
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$1,199,000
TORONTO

A Beautiful Open Concept Renovation - 3
bedroom, 4 washrooms, Detached Home in York.
Huge Backyard. Conveniently Located Within
Walking Distance To amenities and schools.
Extremely Close Proximity to Public Transit! A
Great Place to Call Home.

Omnis Insurance

FOR ALL YOUR
INSURANCE NEEDS
• LIFE • MORTGAGE
• DISABILITY
• TRAVEL • VISITOR
• CRITICAL ILLNESS
• SUPER VISA
• RESP & RRSP
• INVESTMENT

If you fail to plan, then
you’re planning to fail.

Abdool Saheed
Financial Advisor

Cell: 416-731-7527

Everything you could possibly want and more can be found
right here! Located on the shores of the Welland Canal at
Prince Charles Dr S & Lincoln St! Placing future residents’
moments from Seaway Mall, Smart Centers Welland, Niagara
College, Highway 406, Welland County General Hospital, and
so much more all while being surrounded by a fantastic assortment of outdoor amenities!

Live
Free
For 1
Year!!

Artform Condos

Whitby
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Kiwi Condos

Artform is an emblem of style,
design, and poise. It acknowledges that art leads any great
revival, forcing us to look to the
future for inspiration. Artform’s
17 stories of bold, creative flair
intersect with thoughtful, clean
aesthetics to create the perfect
marriage of art and design.
Brick, metal, stone, and glass
come together in an architectural masterpiece of geometry
and creativity.

Unique 2 Bedroom End Unit
on Oak St. With Side Entrance.
Large Open Den or Office
Space! 2 Full Baths, Large
Open Concept Kitchen/Living Area. Lots of Storage in the
Basement. Huge 14X14 Private
Deck. Close To 401.

$689,900

& Investment Solutions Inc.

437-235-7599

An iconic 14-storey
condominium.
Hamilton’s urban art
district is the heart
of modern style and
new ideas, and Kiwi
is here to bring you
straight to the heart
of King William,
where vibrant city
life and unique
opportunities never
stop!

Coming Soon!

Upper Vista Condo

Shawn Ambedkar
Sales Representative

Newly-renovated 3 Bedrooms Detached Home
with Basement in-law Suite
in Highly Sought-After
North Whitby Community.
Ceramic Floor & Mirrored
Closet Doors. Minutes to
All Major Amenities and
407/401 Highways. Private
Backyard W/ No Neighbours in the Back.

TAB

ACCOUNTING
& FINANCIAL
SERVICES INC.

647-852-7243
MORTGAGE

1st, 2nd, & Refinance

PROPOSAL/
BANKRUPTCY

Make One Small Monthly
Payment For All Your Debts

Empire Calderwood
A special community nestled beside all the amenities the area
has to offer, but with less traffic and noise, Empire Calderwood
is the perfect community for families looking to experience
life with a little more ease. Located in the heart of the Niagara
region, Calderwood welcomes those looking to settle down
in a neighbourhood that is conveniently located minutes from
schools, parks, entertainment and more.
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Daniels FirstHome
The Daniels Corporation and Diamond Corp. are proud to
present Daniels FirstHome™ Markham Sheppard, a fresh,
new community of Scandinavian-inspired boutique 6-storey
condominium residences and townhomes. Just minutes away
from Centennial College, the 401, beautiful parks, shopping,
and dining.
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INCOME TAX SERVICES
Personal • Business
Business Registration
HST • Payroll • WSIB

Abdool Saheed
C: 416-731-7527

Jason Saheed
C: 647-293-8397

